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COVER PHOTO : South Korean and U.S. soldiers resupply choppers with ammunition and fuel in the annual Korea-U.S. joint mili-
tary drills, dubbed Foal Eagle and Key Resolve, at the Aviation Operations Command in Icheon, east of Seoul,
on March 11. Both defensive in nature, Key Resolve is a computerized command post exercise, and Foal Eagle
is a field training one. The drills began on March 2 and will last until April 27. (Yonhap)
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The Korean Peninsula has remained volatile in March as South Korea
and the United States kicked off their annual joint military drills. As
usual, North Korea has intensified its propaganda campaign, coupled

with war threats and harsh retaliation against “hostile” forces.
But the allies have stressed the exercises have been staged on a regular

basis and are defensive in nature, aimed solely at bolstering readiness against
a possible invasion by North Korea. 

Seoul and Washington kicked off their joint annual Key Resolve and Foal
Eagle military exercises on March 2 as part of efforts to improve the com-
bined forces’ operation and combat capabilities to deter threats from the com-
munist country.

On the first day of the exercises, North Korea fired two short-range mis-
siles into the East Sea in an apparent saber-rattling. The belligerent regime
warned of “merciless strikes” against its enemies. Factoring in its range, the
North’s missiles are presumed to be Scud-C ones, according to Seoul’s
defense ministry, adding they appear to have landed in the East Sea after fly-
ing across its inland areas.

The March 2 firing is the North’s fourth missile launch this year. In
February, the isolated regime fired five short-range missiles into the East Sea
from its eastern border town of Wonsan just two days after the launch of anti-
ship missiles under the guidance of leader Kim Jong-un. It also mobilized
Silkworm anti-ship missiles during its live-firing training. 

North Korea regularly conducts such test firings of missiles, rockets and
artillery, and they are often timed to express the country’s dissatisfaction with
actions by Washington and Seoul. The North tested some 90 missiles on eight
occasions in response to last year’s joint U.S.-South Korea military drills. 

In a statement issued by the North’s foreign ministry later in the day, the
communist country vowed to step up countermeasures, labeling the drills
again a plot to topple its socialist system. “The countermeasure of justice by
our military and people will step up furthermore in order to shatter the joint

Saber-rattling against S. Korea-U.S. Military Exercises
On the first day of the exercises, N. Korea fired two short-range missiles into the East
Sea in an apparent saber-rattling, warning “merciless strikes” against its enemies.

■ By Lee Kwang-ho
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drills,” said the statement carried by the
North’s official Korean Central News Agency
(KCNA).

Earlier in the day, an unidentified
spokesman for the General Staff of the (North)
Korean People’s Army issued a statement and
vowed “merciless strikes.” “Key Resolve and
Foal Eagle are an undisguised encroachment
upon the sovereignty and dignity of the DPRK
(North Korea) and an unpardonable war hyste-
ria of dishonest hostile forces,” said the state-
ment carried by the KCNA.

The two-week war game Key Resolve
mobilizes about 10,000 South Korean and
8,600 American troops to test various scenar-
ios in which South Korea’s Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS) plays a leading role in conducting
operations, while the field training exercise
Foal Eagle involves a set of land, sea and air
maneuvers, from March 2 to April 24 by
200,000 South Korean and 3,700 American
troops.

The reclusive state has called on Seoul and
Washington to cancel the drills, saying it will
abandon a possible nuclear test in response.
But the allies have refuted the North’s propos-
al and claimed that the drills are purely defen-
sive and part of annual routine military
maneuvering between the two countries.

Criticizing Pyongyang for its continued
threats, South Korea on March 2 vowed stern
responses to any North Korean provocations.
“Its menacing words and deeds are a very
grave challenge to the security of the Korean
Peninsula and firing ballistic missiles is in vio-
lation of the United Nations’ resolutions,”
Seoul’s defense ministry spokesman Kim
Min-seok said.

Pyongyang ratcheted up threats before the
start of the military exercises. On March 1, it

called on the South to join its fight against the
U.S. in order to achieve unification of the two
Koreas. “The North and South need to join
forces to remove American invaders from
South Korean soil,” said the Democratic Front
for the Reunification of the Fatherland
(DFRF) in a letter of plea.

Pyongyang’s Criticism

On Feb. 24, Pyongyang’s mouthpieces car-
ried stories putting the blame on Seoul for the
failure to resume dialogue and warning of a
war with Washington. “A chance for dialogue
or a diplomatic solution has been already lost.
What is left is to respond militarily while
strengthening deterrence to the maximum,”
the Rodong Sinmun said in a commentary. 

In a separate commentary, the daily also
claimed that the South is responsible for con-
tinued tension on the peninsula. “It is none
other than the South Korean authorities that
are hell-bent on sycophancy toward the U.S.
and the moves to escalate the confrontation
with the DPRK (North Korea) while blatantly
challenging its efforts for the improvement of
the inter-Korean ties,” it read. 

The Minju Joson, an organ of the Cabinet,
took a direct swipe at President Park Geun-hye
for her recent remarks that Pyongyang should
move toward reform and opening. It urged the
Park administration to halt its “confrontation-
al” policy to curry favor with Washington and
take “substantive” measures to improve Seoul-
Pyongyang ties. 

The newspaper cited a set of economic
sanctions, known as the May 24th Measure,
the spread of anti-Pyongyang leaflets and the
anti-communist National Security Law. 

In visits to military units, the North’s leader
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Kim Jong-un encouraged his troops to
“complete war preparations by October 2015.”
He recently oversaw a live-fire artillery drill
by military units near the sea border with
South Korea.

This pattern of behavior is in part “routine”
for North Korea, which through rhetoric and
military drills demonstrates its military capa-
bilities ahead of joint South Korea-U.S. exer-
cises. But this year’s rhetoric is raw and fierce,
as the North is boxed in internationally, not
only on the nuclear weapons issue but on
human rights. 

Relations between the North and the U.S.
are frigid, with the North Korean media in late
January quoting Kim Jong-un as calling the
U.S. “mad dogs” in the wake of President
Barack Obama’s sharp criticisms, rebuttals
and sanctions on the impoverished country.

In late February, Kim Jong-un called for full
combat readiness and a change in the machin-
ery of his troops, as he chaired a key session
of the ruling Workers’ Party. Kim delivered a
“historic speech” at the extended meeting of
the party’s Central Military Commission, the
first of its kind in 10 months. 

On March 3, North Korea’s foreign minister
warned that Pyongyang had the power to con-
duct a “pre-emptive strike” on the U.S.
Speaking before the U.N. Disarmament
Conference in Geneva, Ri Su-yong said the
military exercises were “unprecedentedly
provocative in nature” and could spark a war.

On the same day, the North said that South
Korea has blown any chance for bilateral dia-
logue by pressing ahead with joint military
drills. The Committee for the Peaceful
Reunification of Korea warned that the South
will face “miserable consequences.” 

Seoul’s Criticism of Pyongyang

In response, South Korea’s unification min-
istry strongly criticized North Korea for a
series of military provocations and threats,
saying the communist neighbor’s recent atti-
tude is “unpardonable.”

“The South Korean government expresses
deep regret that North Korea launched mis-
siles in a provocative way, criticized South
Korea’s president by name, and passes the
responsibility for the current situation in the
South-North relations (to the South), while not
responding positively to our dialogue offer,”
the unification ministry said in a statement. 

The unification ministry urged the North to
stop its provocations and choose the path of
developing inter-Korean relations, especially
as the two sides celebrate the 70th anniversary
of Korea’s liberation from Japan’s 35-year
colonial rule. In June, the Koreas will also
commemorate the signing of a historic summit
deal in 2000 reached between then South
Korean President Kim Dae-jung and then
North Korean leader Kim Jong-il.

Despite the North’s threats, the joint exer-
cises proceeded smoothly in its initial stage.
But drawing attention is the participation of
the USS Fort Worth, a 3,450-ton Freedom-
class littoral combat ship (LCS). The combat
ship, complete with surface warfare mission
package capabilities including an MH-60R
helicopter and Mark 110 57-millimeter gun, is
capable of getting closer to shore than larger
ships during diverse scenarios, which “brings
speed, maneuverability and shallow draft to
this exercise,” according to the U.S. navy. 

The U.S. coastal combat ship arrived in
South Korea on March 5, the first time that an
LCS has participated in the exercise. In addi-
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tion to the Fort Worth, four
other U.S. Navy ships arrived
in South Korea on March 5.
According to the Combined
Forces Command (CFC), two
9,200-ton destroyers, the USS
Michael Murphy and the USS
John S. McCain entered the
port of Pyeongtaek on the
west coast, while another
9,200-ton destroyer, the USS
Lassen, and a 3,000-ton sal-
vation ship, the USS Salvo,
arrived at Donghae and
Jinhae on the east and south
coasts, respectively. 

Five countries -- Australia,
Canada, Denmark, France
and Britain -- participate in
the exercises, with the Neutral
Supervisory Commission to
observe and monitor them to ensure they do
not break the armistice agreement signed at
the end of the 1950-53 Korean War.

Accusations over Attack on U.S. Envoy

Meanwhile, the CFC and Seoul’s defense
ministry said the first part of the Key Resolve
exercise finished on the morning of March 5,
one day ahead of schedule, as the goal of the
training was achieved earlier.

They, however, denied comments by some
Seoul sources that the move was affected by a
knife attack on U.S. Ambassador to Seoul
Mark Lippert earlier in the day, as Gen. Curtis
M. Scaparrotti, the CFC commander, “had to
take part in administrative work on the U.S.
side to cope with the incident.”

Kim Ki-jong, a 55-year-old activist in South

Korea, cut Lippert on the face and wrist during
a breakfast function in downtown Seoul. He
was immediately arrested, shouting opposition
to Seoul-Washington joint military exercises. 

“We are conducting these exercises in sev-
eral phases and taking a planned break in
order to prepare for the next phase of the exer-
cise and after-action report,” the CFC said in a
brief statement, stressing that Foal Eagle “is
being conducted as planned.”

The rival Koreas exchanged scathing state-
ments over the knife attack on the U.S. envoy,
adding to long-running stand-offs between
them. Hours after Lippert was slashed on his
face and arm, the North said that he deserved
“such an attack.” 

The South’s unification ministry urged the
North to stop “irrational propaganda” to
approve of the violent act and exert self-

South Korean Defense Minister Han Min-koo (L) shakes hands with Gen. Curtis
Scaparrotti, the top commander of U.S. Forces Korea, during his visit to a U.S. facili-
ty at an air base in Seongnam, south of Seoul, on March 6 to encourage American
soldiers taking part in the annual Korea-U.S. joint military drill, Key Resolve. (Photo
courtesy of South Korea’s Defense Ministry) (Yonhap) 
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restraint. The Seoul government “can’t contain
deep regret” over the North’s comparison of
the attack on Lippert to a fight against Japan’s
colonial rule of Korea in the early 1900s, said
the ministry.

The North accused the South of trying to
connect the incident with the North. “What
matters is that the South Korean puppet
regime is branding the attack as an ’act by the
forces following the North’ in a desperate
attempt to link the case with the DPRK (North
Korea).” 

Meanwhile, South Korea and the United
States “successfully” completed their com-
bined annual war game Key Resolve on March
13. 

A defense ministry official in Seoul said, on
customary condition of anonymity, that the
exercise “based upon various scenarios on the
assumption of North Korea’s infiltration into
the South provided troops of the two nations
with chances to have real-life experiences.”

Still, the joint field training drill Foal Eagle
has been taking place as scheduled to run until
April 24. But it was later known that North
Korea test-fired seven ground-to-air missiles
into the East Sea on March 12, a day before
Seoul and Washington wrapped up their com-
bined annual war game Key Resolve.

“The North Korean military fired multiple
rounds of ground-to-air missiles into the East
Sea from Sondok, South Hamgyong Province,
at around 6-7 p.m. yesterday,” the JCS said in
a brief statement on March 13. The JCS
believes that North Korean leader Kim Jong-
un guided the test-firing.

“The missiles fired were presumed to SA-2
and SA-3 types that have a range of dozens of
kilometers as well as an SA-5 one that flew
some 200 kilometers,” a JCS officer said,

adding it was the first time for the North to
test-fire the SA-5 missile.

In Washington on March 13, the U.S.
denounced North Korea’s latest firings of a
barrage of missiles as irresponsible actions
and urged the communist regime to focus on
its international and domestic obligations.

Also, China called for the “relevant parties”
to exercise calm and restraint on March 13.
Asked about the North’s missile firing,
China’s foreign ministry spokesman Hong Lei
replied, “Maintaining peace and stability on
the Korean Peninsula is in the common inter-
est of all parties.” 

Bickering over Unification Methods

In this critical situation, North Korea lam-
basted South Korea on March 14 for secretly
pushing to unify the divided Korean Peninsula
by absorbing it, warning that such a
“daydream” would never happen. North Korea
is angry at Chung Chong-wook, vice chairman
of the South Korean presidential committee
charged with preparing for Korean unification
who apparently indicated that “unification
through absorption” could be one of the possi-
bilities.

According to a local media report, Chung,
speaking at a meeting of retired army officers,
even revealed that his committee has a study
group looking into the possibility of unifying
the Korean Peninsula by absorbing the North.
He later denied making such remarks, saying
that his remarks were taken out of context.

South Korea’s official position is that its
unification with North Korea should be done
through mutual agreement. While heaving
criticism on Chung, North Korea demanded
that South Korean President Park Geun-hye as
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chair of the committee should personally clari-
fy her position on the issue.

The two Koreas’ stiff confrontation contin-
ued. A leading South Korean activist on North
Korean affairs vowed on March 16 to go
ahead with a plan to send anti-Pyongyang
leaflets across the inter-Korean border, despite
the North’s warning of tough retaliation.

Early in March, Park Sang-hak, head of the
Fighters for a Free North Korea, said the
group of North Korean defectors would scatter
leaflets critical of the communist regime
around March 26, the 5th anniversary of the
North’s torpedoing of the South Korean
corvette Cheonan.

About 500,000 leaflets, as well as DVDs of
the movie “The Interview,” which depicts a
plot to assassinate leader Kim Jong-un, will be
sent to the North, he noted. Park’s group regu-
larly launches big balloons carrying such anti-
Pyongyang leaflets in a campaign to spread
dissenting messages in the reclusive country.

Referring to the leaflet plan, North Korea’s
main propaganda website Uriminzokkiri
renewed its military threat on March 16. “The
act of leaflet scattering, which will be carried
out amidst the rehearsal of war on North
Korea, is an explicit declaration of war,” the
website said. “(We) do not hide the fact that
we will counteract this time with cannons or
missiles.”

Inter-Korean tension may further worsen
over the leaflet issue down the road as more
activist groups are expected to launch similar
campaigns with the start of the spring season.
Park said he is also planning another campaign
in early April jointly with foreign groups,
including the U.S.-based Human Rights
Foundation. 

Analysts said the rival Koreas have missed

out on “their golden opportunity” for fence-
mending, created at the beginning of the new
year when they showed eagerness to improve
relations.

In an effort for a breakthrough in strained
inter-Korean relations, Seoul proposed in late
December the two countries hold high-level
talks to discuss pending issues, including
arranging a reunion of families separated by
the 1950-53 Korean War. In his New Year’s
message, North Korean leader Kim Jong-un
alluded to possible acceptance of the proposal,
fueling hopes for a breakthrough in the long-
fractured inter-Korean ties. (Yonhap) 

The 3,450-ton USS Fort Worth, one of Washington’s newest
littoral combat ships, docks at a naval base in South Korea’s
southern port city of Busan on March 14 to join the annual
Korea-U.S. joint military drills, Key Resolve and Foal Eagle.
(Yonhap)
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New Minister’s Pledge on Efforts for Peaceful Unification
“I will make utmost efforts to make substantial progress on inter-Korean rela-
tions and to lay the groundwork for a peaceful unification”: Minister Hong.

■ By Kim Tae-shik

President Park Geun-hye, ushering in her third year as the president, changed the point man on
North Korea by appointing her secretary on unification affairs in a Cabinet shake-up on Feb.
17, amid heightening tensions on the Korean Peninsula. Hong Yong-pyo, a 51-year-old

Oxford-educated expert on North Korea, replaced Ryoo Kihl-jae as unification minister, who is in
charge of relations with the communist country.

The selection of Hong, who is said to be more flexible than his predecessor, set expectations for
changes in the inter-Korean relations, although it requires North Korea’s intention to really improve
its relations with the South. 

“Hong is the right person who can resolve pending inter-Korean issues as he has an in-depth
understanding of the government’s policy and philosophy on North Korea,” senior presidential press
secretary Yoon Doo-hyun said, announcing the list of new appointees.

Hong was sworn in as the unification minister on March 16 after the National Assembly’s foreign
affairs committee approved his nomination through a confirmation hearing. 

Hong is a scholar-turned politician. In 2013, Park tapped Hong as her presidential secretary for
unification affairs, a seat which he took after first entering politics by joining Park’s transition team
in late 2012.

Hong is widely known to have played a key role in formulating Park’s major policies on unifica-
tion affairs, including her pitch for national unification as a “bonanza” as well as her unification
vision declared in Dresden, Germany, in March 2014.

He was also among the South Korean delegation when the rival Koreas held rare high-level talks
at the border village of Panmunjom in February 2014.

The native of Seoul graduated from Yonsei University and has a doctorate in international rela-
tions from Oxford University. Hong taught political science at Hanyang University in Seoul before
working at the presidential office.

He joined the election camp for then ruling Saenuri Party presidential candidate Park Geun-hye in
2012, participating in the drawing of Park’s election pledge and policies on unification.

Since the inauguration of the Park administration, Hong served as the presidential secretary for
unification and contributed to the establishment of the government’s unification policies.
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He also has practical experience in negotiating with North
Korea by participating in the high-level talks between the two
Koreas held in February last year at the truce town of
Panmunjom. 

“I will make utmost efforts to make substantial progress on
inter-Korean relations and to lay the groundwork for a peace-
ful unification,” Hong said upon his nomination as the unifi-
cation minister.

It’s not clear whether Hong’s nomination will signal any
policy shift toward North Korea, although analysts expect the
nomination of Hong to serve as an opportunity to improve
inter-Korean relations.

South Korea has repeatedly called on North Korea to come
forward for talks to discuss such bilateral issues as the reunion
of families separated by the 1950-53 Korean War.

North Korea has remained silent on South Korea’s
December offer to hold ministerial talks. It has also recently
ratcheted up rhetoric against South Korea over its planned
annual joint military drills with the United States. The North
claims the joint military drills are a rehearsal for a nuclear war
against it.

Under such circumstances, the replacement of the top official in charge of inter-Korean relations
would be significant, analysts said.

“As Hong has a relatively reasonable attitude and flexible way of thinking, he could be a good
negotiating partner with North Korea if the North has a will to improve inter-Korean relations with
sincerity,” said Cheong Seong-chang, a senior researcher at Seoul’s Sejong Institute. 

Analysts also pointed out that Hong is from the presidential office of Cheong Wa Dae, which
North Korea prefers as a dialogue partner. Hong’s background is a positive element for future
South-North relations and the North’s response is a matter of keen attention, they said.

Pyongyang’s Response

The first response from Pyongyang, however, was not favorable. 
“This is nothing but a sneaky sophistry intended to hide their confrontational policy and attempt

to reunify the Korean Peninsula through absorption,” the North’s main propaganda website
Uriminzokkiri said, referring to Hong’s remark that he will maintain the government’s keynote of its
policy to deal sternly with North Korea’s misbehavior and that his ministry will closely cooperate
with the Presidential Committee for Unification Preparation. 

The experts said there are a lot of negative elements for inter-Korean relations for the near future
even if Hong is formally appointed as unification minister.
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Hong Yong-pyo, South Korea’s new unifi-
cation minister, speaks during his inaugu-
ration ceremony at the government com-
plex in Seoul on March 16. (Yonhap)
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The start of Key Resolve and Foal Eagle, the two South Korea-U.S. joint military drills that North
Korea has vehemently condemned, in early March and the upcoming establishment of the United
Nations’ field office on North Korea’s human rights condition in Seoul could further aggravate the
strained Seoul-Pyongyang relations, they said.

The United Nations is aiming to establish the field office on North Korea’s human rights condi-
tions in Seoul by March in a bid to shed light on the situation in the country, a Seoul official has
said.

North Korea’s alleged human rights abuses were highlighted when the U.N. General Assembly
officially adopted a landmark resolution calling for the U.N. Security Council (UNSC) to refer the
country to the International Criminal Court (ICC) on Dec. 18, 2014.

North Korea experts also predict that there is a good possibility for the two Koreas to seek better
relations after April as the South Korea-U.S. joint military exercises will be over and with the big
occasion of the 70th anniversary of Korea’s liberation from Japan’s colonial rule only months away.

In his inauguration speech, Hong pledged to make every effort to pave the way for a peaceful
reunification by exerting flexibility if needed for dialogue.

The new minister said he will improve the Korean Peninsula Trust-Building Process despite
Pyongyang’s disapproval of the Park Geun-hye administration’s trademark policy on the communist
neighbor.

“Dialogue, exchange and cooperation with North Korea is one of the important tasks for me and
the unification ministry,” he said in his inauguration speech. “We will never let go of the string of
dialogue, although North Korea is reluctant to hold talks.”

The government, Hong said, will continue to explore ways for “more effective methods of com-
munication” with the North.

“(The government) will maintain the keynote of its policy to deal sternly with North Korea’s mis-
behavior but exert flexibility if dialogue is necessary,” he said.

He also said his ministry will cooperate closely with the Presidential Committee for Unification
Preparation, which has come under fierce attack from the North following a report that its vice
chairman said his organization has a team for the unification of social systems on the peninsula even
amid lack of agreement between the two Koreas. 

Remarks on Forced Unification

Chung Chong-wook, the vice chairman, came under fire after a local newspaper reported that he
said in a forum on March 10 that under the wing of the committee is a separate team preparing for
reunification by absorption. Chung later said he was misquoted.

In another local forum two days later, Chung said, “There exists no preparation team for unifica-
tion by absorption within the committee.”

“Our government is pursuing a peaceful reunification, not unification through absorption unilater-
ally by either the South or the North,” the vice chairman said, reaffirming the government stance
that peaceful unification is the only way for uniting the two Koreas. 
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“(The committee) has reviewed various road maps, but it has determined that a peaceful reunifi-
cation is the only alternative in ending the division and going forward (with the North) to a new
future,” he also noted. 

Such a peaceful reunification cannot be achieved alone either by the South or the North, Chung
said, adding that only through dialogue and more cooperation based on mutual trust can the reunifi-
cation be accomplished. 

Economic development of the communist country is also crucial in cutting an expected huge cost
of a potential reunification, the vice chairman also said. 

As part of President Park’s policy vision for reunification of the two Koreas, South Korea
launched the 50-member committee in July last year, which includes the unification minister, for-
eign minister, five other ministers, the heads of state-run think tanks and 30 private experts. Park is
the chairman of the panel.

In her Dresden address, Park unveiled her vision to lay the groundwork for a future unification of
the two Koreas, which technically remain at war since the 1950-53 Korean War ended in a truce.

Later the North bitterly criticized the so-called Dresden Declaration, saying it is a push to reunify
the countries by force.

Also on March 12, civic groups called for a peaceful reunification of the two Koreas, expressing
concern over Chung’s earlier remarks indicating the government is preparing for reunification by
absorption.

“Any attempt to reunify the two Koreas by force would bring extreme cross-border confrontation
and an end to the inter-Korean relations,” seven liberal civic groups said in a statement read during a
news conference in Seoul. They include Lawyers for a Democratic Society and the Solidarity for
Peace and Reunification of Korea.

“The government, if it wants to make the reunification a real bonanza, should give up any attempt
to reunify the North through absorption and take a path of win-win and co-existence,” they said.   

Angered by Chung’s remarks, North Korea lambasted South Korea on March 14 for secretly
pushing to unify the divided Korean Peninsula by absorbing it, warning that such a “daydream”
would never happen.

While heaving criticism on Chung, North Korea demanded that South Korean President Park as
chair of the committee should personally clarify her position on the issue and dismantle the commit-
tee.

“Park should know that if she fails to do so, the DPRK will not deal with the present South
Korean authorities,” the North’s communist regime said in an English-language statement issued
through its Committee for the Peaceful Reunification of the Fatherland, a powerful party organiza-
tion that handles inter-Korean affairs.

The DPRK is the acronym of North Korea’s official name, the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea.

“The unification through absorption touted by the puppet group is no more than a daydream,”
said the North’s statement, carried by the Korean Central News Agency. (Yonhap) 
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North Korea’s human rights abuses
resurfaced at a U.N. conference in
Geneva in March, where South and

North Korea engaged in hectic sparring over
the rights issue. Their bickering came at the
high-level segment of the 28th session of the
United Nations Human Rights Council
(UNHRC), which kicked off a four-day run in
the Swiss city on March 2.

South Korea urged the North to take action
to improve its human rights situation, lambast-
ing its ongoing attempts to undermine a land-
mark U.N. report. As expected, North Korea
angrily denied there were any “widespread”
violations in the socialist country whose politi-
cal system “enjoys the eternal vitality.”

Cho Tae-yul, South Korea’s vice foreign
minister, on March 3 called on North Korea to
improve its “horrific” human rights situation,
saying, “We hope the DPRK (North Korea)
will no longer ignore the plight of its own peo-
ple. We call on the DPRK to immediately take
concrete and sincere steps so that its people
can carry on a normal, dignified life.”

North Korea’s human rights issue has
received grave attention since last year as the
U.N. General Assembly in December adopted
a landmark resolution that calls for the U.N.
Security Council to refer the North to the
International Criminal Court (ICC) for rights
violations. The U.N. Commission of Inquiry

(COI) unveiled its report in March 2014 that
accused Pyongyang of “systematic, wide-
spread and grave violations of human rights.”

Ri Su-yong’s Speech

This year’s U.N. council meeting in Geneva
came amid keen attention as North Korea’s top
diplomat, Ri Su-yong, delivered a speech on
March 3, the first of its kind, in a bid to vindi-
cate Pyongyang’s stance over its rights
records. The month-long U.N. Human Rights
Council is expected to adopt another resolu-
tion supporting the 2014 resolution at the U.N.
General Assembly. 

Unveiled in February 2014, the COI’s 400-
page document chronicled harrowing accounts
from defectors and witnesses of “systematic,
widespread and gross” rights breaches includ-
ing rape, murder and torture in the reclusive
country, which it concluded constitute crimes
against humanity. 

In his first address to the U.N. council, Ri
decried a 2014 report based on the COI inves-
tigation, saying it was based on false defector
testimony and demanding that a U.N. resolu-
tion based on the findings be revoked. 

In his keynote address, Ri criticized “hostile
forces” such as the United States for only lis-
tening to the “scum of mankind, as these so-
called defectors from the North fled, abandon-

U.N. Debate on N. Korea’s Human Rights Abuses
At this year’s U.N. council meeting in Geneva, N. Korea’s foreign minister deliv-
ered a speech in a bid to vindicate Pyongyang’s stance over its rights records. 
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ing their parents, wives and children after
committing crimes at home.” 

“The act of cooking up a report on the
Commission of Inquiry based on the lies of a
few criminals is itself a misdeed,” the veteran
North Korean diplomat continued at the coun-
cil’s four-day high-level meeting.

Specifically, Ri referred to controversy over
the fabrication of parts of a memoir by high-
profile North Korean defector Shin Dong-
hyuk. Based on the testimony of North Korean
exiles, it detailed a vast network of prison
camps and documented cases of torture, rape,
murder and enslavement. The report formed
the basis of the resolution adopted by the U.N.
General Assembly in December, putting it
under unprecedented pressure.

But in January, Shin -- one of those who tes-
tified for the COI -- acknowledged that some
elements of his story as told in the memoir were
inaccurate, although he stressed that the crucial
details of suffering and torture still stood.

North Korea has since leapt on this as proof
that the entire report is invalid, which Ri reiter-
ated this during his speech at the council. “In
any court, a ruling based on false testimony is
to be nullified,” he said. “The anti-DPRK
(North Korea) resolutions based on the report
should be revoked immediately without delay.”

He pointed out the fact that his country’s
current political system had survived despite
“years of hardships” proved there were no
widespread rights violations. “Those hostile
toward us cannot understand the ties of blood
between the leader and the popular masses and
the world of single-minded unity that can be
found only in the DPRK,” he said. 

Ri also said the U.N. should end its “double
standard” on human rights problems, pointing
out that the global body has turned a blind eye

to revelations that the U.S. CIA used torture
practices when interrogating terrorist suspects
during the administration of George W. Bush.

Touching on Ri’s speech, South Korea’s
Cho said that he felt “an overwhelming sense
of sorrowful pity” as the North’s minister tried
to cover up the truth even though he is well
aware of Pyongyang’s dismal rights condition.

“He exploited a refugee’s confession about
changes in his account in an attempt to con-
ceal the truth, a pitiful effort born out of des-
peration indeed,” Cho said. “One cannot veil
the sky with the palm of a hand. Darkness can
never defeat light.”

Seoul’s Condemnation

Cho called on the international community
to provide “special care and protection” to
North Korean asylum seekers, taking a veiled
swipe at China for deporting them despite the
harsh punishment they face back home. He
also urged regular family reunions for those
separated during the 1950-53 Korean War.

The North’s mission to the U.N. in Geneva
has in recent months circulated a series of letters
refuting criticism over its rights record among
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North Korean Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong strongly defends
North Korea’s internationally-lambasted horrible human
rights conditions during the 28th session of the U.N. Human
Rights Council in Geneva on March 3. (Yonhap)
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member states in an apparent effort to water
down a forthcoming council resolution to be
adopted at the end of the session in late March. 

In a February dispatch, Pyongyang said that
following Shin’s confession, the basis for last
year ’s U.N. General Assembly text has
“collapsed and proves the utterly unjust nature
of the U.S. and other hostile forces’ act” of
bringing in refugees to the U.N. 

Dismissing the claim, South Korea’s Cho
praised the defectors for “breaking the imposed
silence,” calling for the world to comply with
the principle of non-refoulement, which for-
bids repatriating victims of persecution. 

China has taken flak for sending back North
Korean defectors, whom it calls “illegal eco-
nomic migrants,” despite that they face tor-
ture, labor camps or even death upon return.
“Even at this moment, North Korean asylum
seekers are wandering around searching for
freedom,” the vice minister said. 

Cho later told Yonhap News Agency that he
positively views the North Korean foreign
minister’s attendance at the U.N. meeting,
even though his speech was negative. Cho also
said that Ri’s attendance shows the urgency
Pyongyang attaches to the issue.

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said in his
speech at the council that “in North Korea, tens
of thousands of people live as virtual slaves in
2015.” To this, the North Korean envoy called
on Washington to look at its own “domestic
human rights record” and be accountable for
the war crimes of the U.S. and its allies.

On the same day, the North’s foreign minis-
ter warned Pyongyang had the power to con-
duct a “pre-emptive strike” on the U.S., fol-
lowing joint U.S.-South Korea military drills
that began in early March. The joint exercises
currently under way on the Korean Peninsula

will continue through April.
Ri said the joint military exercises that

kicked off on March 2 were “unprecedentedly
provocative in nature” and could spark a war.
“The DPRK cannot but bolster its nuclear
deterrent capability to cope with the ever-
increasing nuclear threat of the U.S.,” he told
the U.N. Disarmament Conference in Geneva.

Pyongyang’s Threats

North Korea fired two short-range Scud
missiles into the sea off its east coast on
March 2 on the starting day of the joint mili-
tary drills. Missile tests have long been a pre-
ferred North Korean method of expressing dis-
pleasure with what it views as confrontational
behavior by the South and its allies.

Meanwhile, after a year since the release of
the landmark U.N.-backed COI report,
Pyongyang has upped its diplomatic campaign
against international voices in defense of its
rights situation. In February, the North Korean
government called on the U.S. to cancel
international conferences on the North’s
human rights situation. 

North Korea’s Foreign Ministry in late
February lambasted a forum by the Center for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), an
American think tank, entitled, “North Korean
Human Rights: The Road Ahead,” which was
held Feb. 17 in Washington and included
speakers such as Robert King, the U.S. special
envoy for North Korean human rights issues. 

In a statement published by the state-run
Korean Central News Agency (KCNA), the
North’s Foreign Ministry called for the United
States and its allies to “mind their own busi-
ness.” It added that the CSIS conference was
held under “the absurd pretext of the anniver-
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sary” of a report by the U.N. COI on the
human rights situation in North Korea.

Jang Il-hun, North Korea’s ambassador to the
U.N., said that he had requested the U.S. State
Department to cancel the CSIS conference. The
State Department, however, responded that the
forum was not a U.S. government event, Jang
said in a press conference on Feb. 16. 

The previous week, Ri Jong-ryul, North
Korea’s ambassador to Indonesia, lodged a
complaint with the Indonesian Foreign Ministry
to cancel an international human rights sympo-
sium held in Jakarta on Feb. 10, organized by
the South Korean Human Rights Commission
and the Indonesian Institute of Science.

Meanwhile, envoys from North Korea and
Japan engaged in a verbal spat over human
rights at the Geneva council meeting, where
Japan proposed an additional resolution to deal
with Pyongyang’s crimes against humanity. 

Takashi Uto, Japan’s parliamentary vice
minister for foreign affairs, during a high-level
UNHRC meeting on March 2, “welcomes that
the conclusions of the U.N. Commission of
Inquiry on the Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea that was endorsed by the Security
Council.” He then urged North Korea to coop-
erate with the United Nations on human rights,
according to UNHRC records. 

To this, a North Korean delegate at the ses-
sion in a right of reply said that Pyongyang
“rejects Japan’s calls for the adoption of a new
resolution” on North Korean human rights,
saying it “would be based on false allegations.” 

“Japan has no right to give lectures on
human rights since it has itself failed to
acknowledge its past crimes against humani-
ty,” the North Korean diplomat added. Tokyo
should “instead present a resolution on its own
past crimes,” he said, referring to Japan’s

wartime aggressions and its colonization of
Asian countries, including Korea. 

In a related development, the U.N. special
rapporteur on North Korea said March 16 that
North Korea must be held to account for the
hundreds of people it is accused of abducting
in recent decades from Japan, South Korea
and elsewhere.

In his annual report to the U.N. Human
Rights Council, Marzuki Darusman said more
than 200,000 people have entered North Korea
and never been heard from, with an over-
whelming majority being Koreans who crossed
into the North during the 1950-53 Korean War.

But other countries have reported abduc-
tions. Darusman said Japan’s national police
are looking into 881 possible abduction cases
attributable to North Korea over the years, in
addition to 21 known cases of abductees yet to
be returned to Japan. 

“In addition to victims from China, Japan
and the Republic of Korea, the commission of
inquiry recorded cases of abductions and
enforced disappearances of nationals from
Lebanon, Malaysia, Romania, Singapore and
Thailand, and possibly others,” Darusman said.

North Korea quickly rejected Darusman’s
report, calling it based on fabrications and say-
ing the special rapporteur was being manipu-
lated by “hostile forces.”

Darusman said the communist country also
dropped its offers for possible visits by
Darusman and the U.N.’s human rights chief,
calling the reversal “deeply regrettable.” “The
tide of international attention and concern is
unstoppable -- and this posture of isolation is
no longer sustainable,” he said, emphasizing
that he now wants the world to engage North
Korea on the abductions that the U.N. COI has
documented.(Yonhap) 
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Dark clouds are looming again over the
future of the inter-Korean joint facto-
ry park in North Korea’s border town

of Kaesong following the North’s unilateral
decision to raise wages for its workers at the
park, a decision that the South declared unac-
ceptable. The park, the last remaining symbol
of economic cooperation between the two
Koreas, was closed for months in 2013 due to
Pyongyang’s unilateral withdrawal of its
workers, citing tensions on the Korean
Peninsula.

Breaking an inter-Korean agreement on the
joint management of the complex, North
Korea on Feb. 24 notified South Korea of its
unilateral decision to raise the minimum wage
for its workers by 5.18 percent. South Korea
said it will not accept any unilateral decision.
The unification ministry, which is in charge of
inter-Korean relations, advised South Korean
firms operating in the Kaesong complex not to
comply with the North’s decision on the wage
level.

In a fax sent to the South, the North said it
would increase the minimum wage from
US$70.35 to $74, starting March 1.

The ministry accused Pyongyang of running
counter to Seoul’s efforts to develop the joint
venture in a stable manner and said it cannot

accept a decision made without mutual consul-
tation. South Korean firms operating in the
Kaesong Industrial Complex also said they
cannot accept the North’s unilateral decision.   

About 120 South Korean firms, mostly
small and medium-sized ones, employ more
than 53,000 North Korean workers at the joint
industrial park, which was created in 2004 as a
representative inter-Korean economic cooper-
ation project.

The hike in the minimum wage for North
Korean workers has so far been capped at 5
percent per annum, and any hike is supposed
to be decided through consultation between
the two sides.  

The North also announced that it would col-
lect 15 percent of their basic wage plus over-
time payments as “social security,” a ministry
official said. Currently, the South Korean
firms pay 15 percent of the basic wage alone.

The North Korean workers’ average wage
amounted to $141.4 per month in 2014,
according to the ministry’s data.

Under Pyongyang’s plan, South Korean
firms will have to pay $164 on average for a
North Korean worker a month, up 5.53 percent
from the current $155, said the official.

The official stressed that the South’s gov-
ernment can’t accept the North’s move.
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“If the North has a will for the development of the Kaesong Industrial Complex, it
should stop unilateral acts and resolve pending problems through consultations.” 
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“The two sides are supposed to set
wages for workers at the complex
and other working conditions
through mutual consultations,” he
said. “The government will advise
our firms to pay the current level of
wages until the issue is settled
through consultations between the
related authorities of the two sides.”

Those companies are scheduled to
pay March wages for the North’s
workers between April 10-20.

Seoul’s Position

In a meeting with representatives of the local
firms operating in Kaesong on March 5, the
government advised the companies not to com-
ply with the North’s decision on the wage level. 

If the companies do not raise wages in
response to the government’s advice, North
Korea is expected to react harshly. As a step to
protect the South Korean companies from any
repercussion, the government discussed ways
to provide the companies with inter-Korean
cooperation insurance.

Another unification ministry official said
North Korea will do everything it can to punish
the South Korean firms in Kaesong. The com-
panies have already demanded the government
should support them. 

During the months-long shutdown of the
complex in 2013, a total of 176.1 billion won
was paid to 59 companies.

Shortly after the government decided to pay
the insurance to South Korean companies,
North Korea agreed on the resumption of
operations at the complex.

The unification ministry proposed on Feb.
27 to hold talks with North Korea on the com-

plex in mid-March.
“If the North has a will for the development

of the Kaesong Industrial Complex, it should
stop unilateral acts and resolve pending prob-
lems through consultations between authori-
ties,” ministry spokesman Lim Byeong-cheol
said in a statement.

The government openly offered the North to
hold the sixth session of the joint management
committee of the complex on March 13 at the
Kaesong park, he added.

Calling on the North to attend the joint
committee session, the spokesman said the
South Korean government has made multi-
sided efforts to develop and internationalize
the Kaesong complex, such as the initialing of
a free trade agreement (FTA) with China,
which will allow the 310 products from the
complex to immediately benefit from a reduc-
tion or elimination of China’s import tariffs.

“Now it’s the time for North Korea to posi-
tively respond to our effort for the develop-
ment of the Kaesong complex,” he stressed.

On March 9 the unification ministry again
issued a strongly worded statement against
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South Korean government officials and businessmen operating in the
Kaesong Industrial Complex hold a meeting at the unification ministry in
Seoul on March 5 to discuss ways to deal with North Korea’s unilateral
decision to raise wages of North Korean workers at the complex. (Yonhap)
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North Korea’s attitude, calling for immediate
dialogue to resolve pending problems.

It’s “deeply regrettable” that the North is
not responding to Seoul’s offer of talks to dis-
cuss Pyongyang’s unilateral decision to raise
wages for its workers at the complex, said the
ministry.

“It’s questionable whether (the North) has
the will for the development of the complex as
the two sides agreed,” spokesman Lim said.

The North is violating an inter-Korean
agreement and rules to decide all issues related
to the operation of the Kaesong zone, includ-
ing working conditions, added Lim.

“The government can never accept such a
unilateral measure by North Korea,” the offi-
cial said. “The government will take every
necessary step for the development of the
Kaesong Industrial Complex and the protec-
tion of (the South’s) firms there.”

He urged Pyongyang to hold talks with the
South on March 13 as proposed.

Breach of Agreement

It is not the first time that North Korea
made a unilateral decision on the operation of
the joint factory park.

In March last year, North Korea demanded
that wages for its workers should be raised by
10 percent from May and suggested talks to
discuss the matter in the month. South Korea
refused to make consultations on the wage
hike.

A Seoul official said on March 21, 2014,
that South Korea was seeking to hold wage
talks with North Korea in July, in a rejection
of the impoverished country’s demand that the
talks be held within March.

Then unification ministry spokesman Kim

Eui-do said South Korean factory managers in
the North’s border city reached a consensus
that the talks should be held in July as usual.

Kim also said South Korea cannot accept
the North’s demand that the rival Koreas hold
wage talks in March and that South Korean
companies raise the base pay of their North
Korean workers by 10 percent.

The base pay of North Korean workers at
the factory park is set at about US$67 per
month. South Korean companies have raised
wages 5 percent annually since 2007, accord-
ing to the unification ministry.

The two sides later agreed that wages will
be raised an average 5 percent, starting in June
as usual, instead of the North’s demand for 10
percent.

North Korea in November last year also
scrapped the wage regulations for its workers
at the Kaesong complex without consulting
the South. The North’s propaganda site “Urim-
inzokkiri” said on Dec. 6 that North Korea had
revised the Act on Kaesong Complex laborers
in late November, scrapping the upper ceiling
for workers’ wages.

The site also said that raises will be set
every year by the supervisory committee over-
seeing laborers at the complex.

The Presidium of the Supreme People’s
Assembly, the North’s top legislative body,
had made the amendment, the propaganda site
said, adding that the decision was made “to
enhance labor quality and productivity.”   

The law, enacted in 2003, had stipulated
that a North Korean employee working at the
complex be paid at least US$50 per month,
and any raise shouldn’t exceed 5 percent of
the monthly figure. 

The South’s unification ministry revealed a
position on Dec. 10 that the North’s unilateral
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revision of the wage system cannot be tolerat-
ed and the government will take proper action.

“Our firm position is that it’s impossible to
revise the wage system without consultations
between the South and North,” a unification
ministry official said. 

South Korea later tried to send a letter of
protest to North Korea twice, on Dec. 15 and
16, but the North refused to accept it. 

Pyongyang claimed the revision of the wage
and other regulations on the industrial com-
plex is an exercise of its sovereign rights, he
added. 

The North’s repeated breach of the inter-
Korean agreement on the operation of the
complex is expected to lead to friction with
the South while the South Korean firms oper-
ating in the complex are concerned the move
will further aggravate their financial difficul-
ties with increased personnel expenditures.

Controversy over Rent 

Meanwhile, another controversy over land
use fees in the joint park is expected to add
fuel to the already growing tension between
the Koreas over the project, South Korean
officials said recently.

In November 2014, the North’s Central
Special Development Guidance Bureau in
charge of the industrial complex notified its
South Korean counterpart of its intention to
start talks on the rent issue, the officials said
on March 11.

When the Kaesong Complex started opera-
tions in 2004, Seoul agreed with Pyongyang to
pay the rent for the North Korean land used by
South Korean companies starting in 2015 after
negotiations on the amount.

But the negotiations are expected to face a

bumpy road, given a wide opinion gap shown
in the countries’ previous exchanges on the
issue.

In 2009, the North unsuccessfully tried  to
collect up to $10 per 3.3 square meters of land
because of strong opposition from South
Korea. 

Seoul has decided not to accept such a level
of rent as put forth by the North, which could
further mount inter-Korean tension over the
factory complex down the road, according to
the officials.

The joint economic zone, a byproduct of the
2000 inter-Korean summit, had been shut
down for about five months from April to
September in 2013 after Pyongyang abruptly
suspended all operations, citing tensions on
the divided peninsula. 

After months of negotiations to resume
operations at the complex, the rival Koreas
had agreed to establish a joint management
committee to discuss all issues related to its
operation. The North, however, has been seek-
ing to bypass the committee and give more
power to the North’s agency in charge of run-
ning the Kaesong facilities.

A unification ministry official said the gov-
ernment has no choice but to take a stern posi-
tion against the North’s latest decision because
accepting it would virtually nullify the laws and
the principles in the operation of the complex.

The North may try to revise every law and
regulation to suit its tastes once the South
accepts its unilateral demand, he said.

South Korean firms in the complex agreed
on the government’s position and expressed a
view that any problem should be resolved
through consultations between the authorities
of the two Koreas. (Yonhap)
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South and North Korea have exchanged
scathing statements over the recent
knife attack on Mark W. Lippert, the

U.S. Ambassador to Seoul, adding to long-
running stand-offs between them.

The rifts between the rival Koreas have
deepened since the U.S. envoy was assailed on
March 5 by a South Korean nationalist with
possible ties to the North, while Pyongyang
praised the attack. 

Hours after Lippert was slashed on his face
and arm with a 25-centimeter knife wielded by
the  activist during a breakfast forum in Seoul,
the North said that he deserved “such an
attack.” 

The South’s unification ministry urged the
North to stop “irrational propaganda” to
approve of the violent act and to exert self-
restraint. The Seoul government “can’t contain
deep regret” over the North’s comparison of
the attack on Lippert to a fight against Japan’s
35 years of colonial rule of Korea in the early
1900s, said the ministry on March 8.

It was responding to an “information bul-
letin” issued hours earlier by the Secretariat of
the Committee for the Peaceful Reunification
of Korea (CPRK), Pyongyang’s organ of the
ruling Workers’ Party tasked with dealing with

inter-Korean affairs.
The CPRK accused the South of trying to

connect the incident with the North. “What
matters is that the South Korean puppet regime
is branding the attack as an ‘act by the forces
following the North’ in a desperate attempt to
link the case with the DPRK (North Korea).” 

Pyongyang’s Praise of Attack

It reiterated Pyongyang’s claim that the
attack is a “reflection of the South Korean
people’s mindset against the U.S.,” which is
escalating a war crisis on the Korean
Peninsula by holding joint military drills with
South Korea on the peninsula.

Lippert was attacked by 55-year-old Kim
Ki-jong, which left the envoy with wounds that
required 80 stitches. The attacker was immedi-
ately arrested, and as he was hauled away, he
shouted opposition to joint military exercises
under way between South Korea and the U.S.,
a sentiment in line with North Korea’s rhetoric.
Leading a progressive civic group, Kim is
known to have engaged in anti-war and pro-
reunification campaigns for a long time. 

A day after the attack, South Korea’s gov-
ernment and ruling party said the attack was
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carried out by pro-North Korea forces, vowing
to conduct a thorough investigation into the
case. High-level officials from the govern-
ment, presidential office and ruling Saenuri
Party came to the conclusion during a meeting
at the Prime Minister’s Office.

A preliminary probe showed that the
assailant had been to North Korea seven times
between 1999 and 2007. He also tried to erect
an altar at the heart of Seoul in memory of late
North Korean leader Kim Jong-il in December
2011 shortly after he died. 

Lim Byeong-cheol, the unification ministry
spokesman, said the government had approved
his trips to the North in accordance with relat-
ed rules. “I don’t think we have any specific
ways, other than his testimonies, to confirm
what he exactly did during his visits to North
Korea,” Lim said. He would not speculate on
the future of inter-Korean relations amid con-
cerns that the incident will have a negative
impact on the already frosty bilateral ties, let
alone the Washington-Pyongyang standoff.

With enough evidence, the assailant could be
charged with violating South Korea’s National
Security Law, which bans South Koreans from
publicly sympathizing with the North Korean
government, according to local authorities. 

Enacted in 1948 to protect the fledgling
South Korean state from infiltration by the
communist North, the law prohibits the spo-
ken or written promotion of North Korean ide-
ology, deeming any such activity to be “anti-
state” and subject to up to seven years of
imprisonment. 

The main opposition party New Politics
Alliance for Democracy (NPAD) also con-
demned the attack, calling it an “unprecedent-
ed act of terror” and an “unpardonable serious
crime.” The party, however, expressed caution

against exaggerating the incident or using it
for political gain. 

On March 5, President Park Geun-hye, who
was on a four-nation tour of the Middle East,
called the incident an attack on the South
Korea-U.S. alliance. “It was an act of terror-
ism on the Korea-U.S. alliance itself,” said
Park upon receiving a report during her
Middle East tour. 

She then instructed officials to investigate
who were behind Kim, hastily defining it as an
organized crime rather than a totally unexpect-
ed incident by an aberrant individual, as the
attacker himself has claimed and most
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U.S. Ambassador to South Korea Mark Lippert waves as he
leaves Severance Hospital in Seoul on March 10 after six
days of treatment . He underwent surgery to his face and
arm for injuries he suffered in a knife attack by an anti-U.S.
activist at a breakfast forum in Seoul on March 5. (Yonhap)
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observers believe as true. 
The North’s official Korean Central News

Agency (KCNA), meanwhile, called Kim’s
attack a “righteous act” and a “reflection of
public sentiment in the South,” stressing that
the incident would not have occurred if the
ongoing South Korea-U.S. military drills had
been canceled.

“Based on Kim’s records of visiting the
North, (Seoul) is turning him into a pro-North
Korean figure, whipping up anti-North Korea
sentiment and insulting the supreme dignity
(the North Korean leader),” the KCNA said.

Law enforcement officials in Seoul say they
found some books at Kim’s home that “benefit
or praise” the North, including “On the Art of
Cinema” written by the late North Korean
leader Kim Jong-il. But Kim’s visits to
Kaesong, the site of the inter-Korean joint
industrial complex, were approved by the uni-
fication ministry, and Kim says he has studied
about the North to earn a degree. 

Possession of pro-North Korea books alone
would not be sufficient to charge Kim with
violating the National Security Law.
Authorities would need to prove that Kim tried
to threaten national security or destabilize
South Korea’s democratic order with these
materials.

While Kim has so far denied any ties with
Pyongyang, authorities are also investigating a
possible link with a spy ring that was nabbed
in 2013. Kim has told investigators that there
is no leader in South Korea who measures up
to North Korea’s founding president Kim Il-
sung, the grandfather of present leader Kim
Jong-un.

Seoul officials have upbraided Pyongyang
for distorting the facts about the incident and
said that it was deplorable for the North to

condone such an act of violence. The North
should stop “irrational propaganda” activities
and think about what it has to do for the devel-
opment of inter-Korean ties and peace on the
peninsula, unification ministry spokesman
Lim said. 

Pyongyang’s Irrational Propaganda

South Koreans have been expressing sup-
port on and offline for the top American
envoy, amid rising concern the incident could
hurt the alliance with the U.S., a key element
of the country’s defense against North Korea.

President Park paid a visit to Lippert at the
hospital right after returning from her trip to
the Middle East on the morning of March 9.
Prime Minister Lee Wan-koo, Foreign
Minister Yun Byung-se and other top govern-
ment officials have also visited him.

Observers expressed concerns that the attack
on the U.S. envoy would negatively affect cross-
border relations as Seoul would find it difficult
to push for improved ties with Pyongyang after
the communist regime called the attack a
“deserved punishment and act of justice.”

The incident is also likely to restrain the
activities of the Korean Council for
Reconciliation and Cooperation (KCRC), a
major entity to promote cross-border
exchanges and the organizer of the morning
seminar at which Lippert was attacked, further
darkening the prospect of a thaw in inter-
Korean relations, the observers said. 

The attacker is a member of the KCRC, a
coalition of nearly 200 political, civic and reli-
gious organizations working to promote peace
on the peninsula, that has long endeavored to
promote civilian exchanges between the two
Koreas. 
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The KCRC is in a state of crisis with its
leader Hong Sa-deok having stepped down to
take responsibility for the attack. The council
had planned to push for a series of inter-
Korean cooperative projects to mark the 15th
anniversary of the June 15 inter-Korean decla-
ration announced after a summit in 2000
between then-South Korean President Kim
Dae-jung and then-North Korean leader Kim
Jong-il. But the projects could lose traction
after the attack.

Pyongyang’s rhetoric also promoted an
angry response from the U.S. amid bilateral
friction over a series of issues including the
North’s alleged cyber-attack on Sony Pictures
and its continued pursuit of nuclear arms.

U.S. State Department spokeswoman Marie
Harf told reporters on March 6 the North’s
remarks about the knife attack were “outra-
geously callous but unfortunately consistent
with the nature of the regime and its rhetoric.” 

Moreover, the rising tension between
Washington and Pyongyang is expected to
pose a hurdle to Seoul’s push for dialogue and
improved ties with the North. In consideration
of the worsening anti-Pyongyang sentiment
both in the South and the U.S., Seoul may not
be able to take bold steps to boost cooperation
with the North, analysts said.

Ideologically-divided Nation

The South is seeking to arrange a number of
joint events with the North this year, the 70th
anniversary of Korea’s liberation from Japan’s
35-year colonial rule. The unification ministry
said it hopes that the council will continue to
make appropriate contributions to South-North
cooperation and exchanges. 

Experts said the incident may deepen rifts

between conservative and progressive people
in the ideologically-divided nation. “There is a
possibility that internal conflict will intensify
over the angle to look at this case. It’s needed
to take a prudent approach until the results of
the investigation come out,” said Kim Yong-
hyun, a professor of North Korea studies at
Seoul’s Dongguk University.

The knife attack also triggered tension
between the rival parties as the ruling Saenuri
Party stepped up its ideological offensive
against pro-North Korea activities and the
main opposition New Politics Alliance for
Democracy cautioned against politicizing the
attack.

Saenuri spokesperson Park Dae-chul said its
liberal rival should write a “letter of repen-
tance” for having sided with pro-North Korean
forces in the past.

The NPAD argued that the ruling party was
using the attack as a pretext to “drive out pro-
North Koreans.” “The government and the rul-
ing party are making claims as if the attack
was an organized crime by pro-North Korean
people, and this shows that the party was try-
ing to use the incident politically,” said NPAD
spokesperson Kim Sung-soo in a media inter-
view. 

The attack on Lippert took place at a time
when Seoul and Washington seemed in dis-
cord over some issues. U.S. Undersecretary of
State Wendy Sherman came under fire in
South Korea for her recent remarks that were
interpreted by the South Korean media as tak-
ing sides with Japan in rows over the history
between the two countries. The U.S. also
appeared displeased with South Korea’s hesi-
tance to deploy an advanced missile defense
system out of concern over China’s negative
response. (Yonhap)
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Unlike his late father and former North
Korean leader Kim Jong-il who relied
on a train to travel, North Korea’s

young leader Kim Jong-un frequently uses an
airplane to travel and has even released photos
of his private jet, which analysts say reflect the
young leader’s ostentatious ruling style.

The North’s official Korean Central News
Agency (KCNA) reported on Feb. 15 that Kim
guided the construction of the Mirae Scientists
Street in Pyongyang after enjoying a bird’s-
eye view of it from his plane.

“In the plane he said that it was very nice to
see buildings under construction as required
by the lay-out design of the street ratified by
the party,” the KCNA said.

The mouthpiece also released photos of the
inside of the jet, where Kim can be seen look-
ing down at the city through a window and
talking with his aide.

It is very unusual for a North Korean leader
to use an aircraft to visit a place in the capital
city of Pyongyang.

“Looking down on the magnificent appear-
ance of Pyongyang City changing day by day
from the plane, he said he came to have the
conviction that if the construction makes

progress at this speed, it is possible to success-
fully face-lift Pyongyang, the capital of the
revolution, as a world class city to be envied
by the world true to the behest of the great
leaders in the near future,” the KCNA said in
an English-language dispatch.

The KCNA also said on March 9 that Kim
inspected Unit 1016 of the KPA Air and Anti-
Air Force honored with the Title of the O Jung
Hup-led 7th Regiment aboard his private jet.

First Appearance

Kim’s plane made its first public appear-
ance last May. 

He traveled to an operational airfield in the
western region of the country to guide “the
Combat Flight Contest among Air
Commanding Officers of the Air and Anti-Air
Force of the KPA,” which was reported by the
North’s media.

The Rodong Sinmun, North Korea’s main
newspaper published by the Workers’ Party of
Korea, carried a photo of Kim and his wife, Ri
Sol-ju, reviewing an honor guard with his air-
plane in the backdrop on its front page on May
10. 
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Kim Jong-un’s Extraordinary Love of Flying
North Korea’s release of the photo of Kim Jong-un disembarking from his exclusive
plane was aimed at showing that North Korea’s leadership was solid around Kim.

■ By Kim Tae-shik
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About a month before, Kim also
flew to the Samjiyon airport in
Ryanggang Province to attend a mili-
tary commanders’ meeting, but he
was aboard a passenger jet from
Koryo Air, the North’s state-run air-
line company, not his exclusive
plane.

According to the South Korean
authorities concerned, Kim’s airplane
in the photo was a Russian-made
Ilyushin IL-62, the oldest version
among the planes owned by Koryo
Air. The fuselage was painted white
and had Korean letters that mean the
Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea, the North’s official name, and
a North Korean flag. There was a big red star
in a red circle on the tail, indicating that it is
the number one plane in North Korea, much
like Air Force One in the United States.

A South Korean government source said the
North’s release of the photo of Kim disem-
barking from the plane was aimed at showing
that North Korea’s leadership was solid
around Kim Jong-un, who is believed to be 31
years old now.   

Kim’s jet, meanwhile, was seen in South
Korea several months later when North
Korea’s high-powered delegation visited the
South for the closing ceremony of the Asian
Games in Incheon on Oct. 4. Kim let the dele-
gates, including top military officer Hwang
Pyong-so and the North’s pointman on South
Korea Kim Yang-gon, use his private plane
offering the highest-level treatment for the
delegation. It was the first time that the North
Korean leader’s envoy used his private jet to
travel.

North Korea experts say the means of trans-

portation favored by the current and previous
North Korean leaders show their personalities
and tastes.

Difference from Predecessors

Kim Il-sung, the North’s founder and Kim’s
grandfather, preferred riding on trains over
flying but did not object to flying when it was
necessary.

Kim Jong-il never used a plane after he
became the top leader of the country. He trav-
eled in a special armored train around North
Korea and even to China and Russia.

Kim Jong-il traveled on trains because he
feared potential hijackings and accidents, such
as an explosion, analysts said, adding that he
thought contingencies occurring on trains
would be easier to handle.

They said Kim Jong-un appears not to have
the same pathological fear of flying that his
father had. Others said it is his personal taste
to enjoy flying. Kim even used a light plane
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North Korean leader Kim Jong-un looks down at the construction site of a
new housing complex for scientists in Pyongyang through a window
aboard his plane in a photo released by the North’s Korean Central News
Agency (KCNA) on Feb. 15. (KCNA-Yonhap)
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when he visited Wonsan on the east coast in
March last year.

A government source said Kim likes flying
and even steering a plane although he is not
known to be qualified as a pilot.

Kim’s extraordinary love of flying may be
influenced by his experiences in foreign coun-
tries, including studying in Switzerland, his
young age and his nature, the experts said.

Chang Yong-seok, senior researcher at a
Seoul National University institute, said Kim’s
preference for flying is interpreted as intended
to imprint an image of an undaunted young
leader and demonstrate his dignity as a
supreme leader to the international communi-
ty.

He added that Kim is more likely to use an
airplane than other means of transportation on
future trips to foreign countries. 

Kim has not visited any foreign countries
since he took the helm of the socialist country
after his father died of heart failure in late
2011. He has been officially invited to visit
Bandung, Indonesia by the Indonesian govern-
ment for an international meeting to be held in
Jakarta in April but North Korea has not given
any signal that its leader will attend the Asian-
African Conference from April 22-23 in
Jakarta to be followed by a key ceremony in
Bandung on April 24 to mark the 60th
anniversary of the Bandung meeting.  

Kim Jong-un also has been invited to visit
Moscow in May for a ceremony marking the
70th anniversary of the Soviet victory over
Nazi Germany in World War II. Russia’s state
media said in January the North Korean leader
accepted Russia’s invitation.

If Kim flies to Russia, it would be his first
foreign trip after taking office in 2011. His
predecessors have never chosen Russia over

China as their first destination for an overseas
trip.   

Outworn Planes

Other experts said Kim’s frequent flying
may be intended to encourage North Korea’s
air force and pilots who are forced to fly obso-
lete planes. The MIG-29 fighters, the newest
model among the jets the North Korean air
force operates, are 20 years old, according to
Kang Myung-do, a professor of Kyungmin
University in Gyeonggi Province. Kang said
in a talk show on Yonhap News TV that other
models of the North Korean air force like the
MIG-19 are more than 40 years old.

Kang, a son-in-law of former North Korean
Premier Kang Song-san, pointed out that a
MIG-29 jet crashed in 2009 while on a recon-
naissance shortly before North Korea fired a
long-range rocket on April 5 that year.

Kang and other experts said it would be nat-
ural for the young Kim to prefer flying
because he is more acquainted with the reality
of the North Korean air force than his prede-
cessors, pointing out that the father of his
wife, Ri Sol-ju, was a pilot.

Kim’s jet, the Ilyushin Il-62, is a Soviet
long-range narrow-body jet conceived in 1960
by the Russian company Ilyushin. 

With a capacity of almost 200 passengers
and crew, the Il-62 was the world’s largest jet
airliner with a length of 53 meters when first
flown in 1963. The wingspan of the plane
measures 43 meters. It can fly at a maximum
speed of 560 mph (896 km/h) with a cruise
speed of 510 mph (816 km/h). (Yonhap)
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The issue of North Korean human rights is one of the most important
concerns the international community is currently facing. In 2014, the
U.N. Commission of Inquiry (COI) on Human Rights in North Korea

released its report after a year-long investigation into North Korean human
rights conditions. After the release of the COI report, the international com-
munity has witnessed the rapid evolution of the issue of North Korean human
rights in terms of emphasizing both accountability and engagement. Along
with the evolution, the South Korean government as well as the international
community is expected to show sincerity in improving the situation of North
Korean human rights by using both pressure on and assistance to the North
Korean regime. This short essay will elaborate on the meaning of the evolu-
tion of North Korean human rights issue and suggest how to improve North
Korean human rights in a strategic perspective on the roles of the South
Korean government and international community. 

Evolution of North Korean Human Rights Issue 

Most scholars in the field of North Korean human rights might agree that
the year 2014 marked a watershed for international discussion on the human
rights situation in the North. On Feb. 17, 2014, the COI published its report
on North Korean human rights and concluded that the violations perpetrated
by the Pyongyang regime are systematic, widespread and gross, and thus may
amount to crimes against humanity in view of international law. Specifically,
the report pointed out that there are six types of North Korean human rights
violations: violations of the freedoms of thought, expression and religion; dis-
crimination; violations of the freedom of movement and residence; violations
of the right to food and related aspects of the right to life; arbitrary detention,
torture, executions and prison camps; and abductions and enforced disappear-

North Korean Human Rights and Role of South Korea
■ By Han Dong-ho.  research fellow at the Center for North Korean Human Rights Studies 

of the Korea Institute for National Unification in Seoul 
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ances from other countries. In addition, the
COI listed 19 recommendations for the
improvement of North Korean human rights,
directly targeting the North Korean regime. 

After the publication of the COI report, a
number of scholars, human rights activists and
policy makers discussed ways to improve
North Korean human rights. At the U.N.
Security Council (UNSC), member states had
the opportunity to hold an informal dialogue
(Arria-formula meeting) in order debate how
to deal with the deteriorating conditions of
North Korean human rights and to follow
effectively the recommendations the COI
report presented. At the U.N.General
Assembly, a resolution on North Korean
human rights including clauses such as the
referral of the case to the International
Criminal Court (ICC) was passed. Given this
rapid evolution of the North Korean human
rights issue, the UNSC took the issue as an
official agenda, which means that this issue is
expected to be continually debated for the next
three to four years within the U.N. system.

Given these developments, it can be said
that in 2014 the international community made
meaningful achievements in the area of North
Korean human rights by both clarifying the
accountability of human rights abuses on the
part of the North Korean leadership and dis-
cussing possible engagement options with the
regime. 

The evolution of the issue of North Korean
human rights dictates that the international
community is expected to focus on specific
procedures and strategies for implementation,
rather than continuing to debate the grand dis-
course of the issue. Various recommendations
in the COI report were suggested for that pur-
pose and in some sense, the international com-

munity has primary responsibility to monitor
whether international players such as individ-
ual states, international organizations, NGOs,
as well as the Pyongyang regime are preparing
to follow the recommendations. 

Analyzing COI Recommendations  

To truly appreciate the evolutionary nature
of the North Korean human rights issue, one
needs to carefully investigate the recommen-
dations in the COI report. Although the COI
report divides its recommendations into three
parts targeting North Korea, China and other
states, and the international community,
respectively, the centrality of the recommen-
dations lies in the North Korean regime’s pri-
mary responsibility for the violations of its cit-
izens’ human rights and fundamental free-
doms. 

Recommendations that directly go to the
North Korean regime are as follows: 1.
“Undertake profound political and institutional
reforms” to change deteriorating human rights
conditions; 2. “Dismantle all political prison
camps”; 3. Remove “anti-state” and “anti-peo-
ple” crimes in the Criminal Code; 4. Abolish
the death penalty; 5. Guarantee freedom of
opinion and expression; 6. Introduce human
rights education; 7. Guarantee freedom of reli-
gion; 8. Stop policy of discrimination based on
the “songbun” (ascribed status) system; 9.
Guarantee gender equality; 10. Guarantee eco-
nomic and social rights including the right to
food; 11. Guarantee other essential minimum-
standards for citizens; 12. Accept humanitari-
an assistance; 13. Guarantee freedom of move-
ment; 14. Provide full information about the
abductee issue; 15. Solve separated family
issue; 16. Prosecute perpetrators responsible
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for crimes against humanity; 17.Address
human rights issues in the COI report; 18.
Ratify major international conventions on
human rights; 19. Cooperate with U.N. organs
such as the Office of High Commissioner for
Human Rights (OHCHR) to implement the
recommendations. 

Analyzing the recommendations, three char-
acteristics emerge - the rise of the accountabil-
ity issue, the emphasis on engagement with
the North, and the importance of international
cooperation. In other words, the international
community, individual states, and South Korea
each would have different roles in the cooper-
ative process of dealing with human rights
issues in North Korea. For instance, the
international community could focus on the
issue of accountability to ameliorate human
rights abuses in the North while South Korea
could deal with humanitarian assistance to the
economically-devastated country. At the same
time, South Korea could deal with sensitive
issues such as the dismantlement of political
prison camps and the abolishment of anti-state
crimes in the North, etc. through various
NGOs in the field of North Korean human
rights. 

Another perspective of the COI recommen-
dations is that the international community
could divide them into three parts: those relat-
ed to legal and systematic reform of the North

Korean regime itself, some feasible factors
within the regime, and cooperation between
the North and the international community.
For instance, recommendation No. 1 could be
directly related to the North Korean regime
and thus, a very sensitive issue to the North
Korean leadership. Recommendation No. 2 is
also likely to be associated with direct criti-
cism toward the North Korean regime itself in
the sense that the mere existence of political
prison camps has been a central part for main-
taining the totalitarian system. COI recom-
mendations also include some feasible factors
the North Korean government could deal with
within the current regime. The abolishment of
capital punishment, introduction of human
rights education, guarantee of freedom to exer-
cise religion, etc. are cases in point. Lastly, the
recommendations include some possible areas
of cooperation between North Korea and the
international community such as humanitarian
assistance, technical cooperation, etc. 

The important thing is that each player such
as the international community, individual
states, and South Korea needs to be more
cooperative in order to achieve policy goals in
terms of North Korea’s reform and the open-
ing-up of its regime. The South Korean gov-
ernment’s role is particularly important in the
sense that it could directly deal with the North
regime. 

One of the most important aspects in the COI report lies in potential cooperation

between the international community and the North. But for now, the North harsh-

ly refuses to accept these activities and recommendations, let alone cooperation.

That is why the role of South Korea as humanitarian mediator is important.
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Now the international community is search-
ing for an effective strategy to implement all
the procedures for ameliorating the deteriorat-
ing situation of North Korean human rights.
One of the most important aspects in the COI
report lies in potential cooperation between
the international community and the North.
But for now, the North harshly refuses to
accept these activities and recommendations,
let alone cooperation. That is why the role of
South Korea as humanitarian mediator is
important. South Korea could bridge the gap
between the differing perceptions and policies
of the North and international community.

South Korea’s Role

South Korea’s role in the process of improv-
ing human rights in North Korea would be
indispensable. Especially policymakers in the
South Korean government should keep a bal-
anced approach of the COI report as the fol-
lowing statement suggests: “Urgent account-
ability measures should be combined with a
reinforced human rights dialogue, the promo-
tion of incremental change through more peo-
ple-to-people contact and an inter-Korean
agenda for reconciliation.” To improve North
Korean human rights, making a distinction
between urgent matters and mid- and long-
term goals would be a first step. By doing so,
South Korea could suggest its creative and
productive ideas preemptively. 

One way of realizing this preemptive strate-
gy is to utilize inter-Korean dialogue in the
field of human rights through various channels
such as multilateral and/or bilateral forms of
negotiations. 

Recently at the 28th session of the Human
Rights Council in Geneva, delegates from both

Koreas had the opportunity to express their
governments’ view of human rights in North
Korea. This episode shows that although inter-
Korean interaction regarding North Korean
human rights was somewhat confrontational,
in inter-Korean relations the issue of human
rights captured greater attention than ever
before. Thus, human rights dialogue as sug-
gested by South Korea’s foreign minister last
year could play a central role in promoting
inter-Korean cooperation and exchanges on
the Korean Peninsula.

Given the complexity and seriousness of the
issue of North Korean human rights, South
Korea needs to prepare for inter-Korean
human rights dialogue with a more balanced
and holistic perspective. South Korea could
employ a strategy of division of labor. 

One possible future scenario is that while
South Korea emphasizes the importance of
human rights dialogue on the Korean
Peninsula, the international community pro-
motes the accountability issue at the interna-
tional level. In the field of humanitarian assis-
tance, South Korea could utilize the idea of
human rights dialogue as a way to find effec-
tive strategies to establish humanitarian princi-
ples in the inter-Korean relationship, empha-
sizing urgent relief work for vulnerable people
in the North. 

By prioritizing important recommendations
based on the mixture of pressure and engage-
ment, the international community and the
South Korean government could cooperate
with each other in the field of human rights in
the North. Now is the time for the South
Korean government to take the lead for begin-
ning a wise and prompt move for promoting
and protecting North Korean human rights.
(Yonhap)
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I. Introduction

For China, under Xi Jinping's leadership, the next decade will like-
ly serve as a strategic golden opportunity for achieving its dream to
realize “the great revival of the Chinese nation” and a period for
preparing its status and strategy as a world superpower in a concrete
way.1) But a rapidly rising China on the world scene may stimulate the
United States to accelerate its Pivot-to-Asia policy.2) Some scholars
specializing in international relations argue that power transition
between China and the U.S. has already begun in an array of arenas,
including the economy, military and culture.3)

Under these environments where competition between these two
superpowers is turning ever keener, South Korea is on the horns of a
security dilemma. It is so because the U.S. is its ally; China is its most
important trade partner; and China maintains close ties with North
Korea through a socialist political channel linking the Communist
Party of China and the Workers’ Party of Korea, while the two
Koreas are often hostile to each other.                                                     

As well known, North Korea conducted its third nuclear test in
February 2013 despite strong opposition of the international commu-
nity. In response to the North’s nuclear test, the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC) passed Resolution 2094 the next month, the
fifth since 2006, in a move to “build upon, strengthen and significantly
expand the scope of the strong sanctions regime already in place.”
Defying the UNSC measure immediately, the North threatened to con-
duct another nuclear test and more missile test-firing while temporari-
ly closing down the Kaesong industrial complex close to the inter-
Korean border, where more than 100 South Korean exporters were
operating their plants with more than 50,000 North Korean employees,
only to form mounting tensions on the Korean Peninsula. What’s

By Chung Jae-hung,
research fellow at the Institute for

Far Eastern Studies of   

Kyungnam University in Seoul

View on Contingency Plan of China under Xi Jinping’s
Leadership for Abrupt Serious Development in North Korea
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more, the North has already deployed nuclear
weapons despite some technological
problems.4)

As far as the security of the Korean
Peninsula is concerned, North Korea has
served as a significant factor affecting China.
Whenever the North has made provocations
and touched off regional tensions, the interna-
tional community, including Washington and
Seoul, has asked China to keep the North in
check and take measures against it while
asserting China’s role and responsibility. But
China has behaved in a passive way, saying
that its influence over the North is limited.
China watchers in Seoul and elsewhere have
raised various questions regarding this behav-
ior, including the following: “Does China have
the will to punish the North? Does China real-
ly have practical influence over the North?” In
other words, they have presented views on
China largely in two contradictory categories.
Some China watchers assert their belief that
China is influential enough to teach the North
but is reluctant to exercise its influence over
the North for various reasons, while others
argue that China’s influence over the North is
as limited as they claim.5)

Since the emergence of Xi’s leadership in
China, amid the active power transition
between China and the U.S. came a change in
this part of the world caused by the rapid
restructuring of regional order, change regard-
ing, among other things, inter-Korean rela-
tions, plus the ties between China and the two
Koreas each. In particular, every time a strate-
gic issue involving North Korea is brought to
the fore, China can hardly cooperate practical-
ly and strategically with South Korea because
of its strategic interest in its competition with
the U.S., while  South Korea can hardly reach

an agreement with China because of its securi-
ty interest shared with the U.S. 

Under these complicated circumstances, all
parties involved were required to reconsider
the serious nature of the North Korean issue
when North Korea’s young leader Kim Jong-
un had disappeared from public eye as long as
40 days since early September last year. China
will likely intervene actively in North Korean
internal affairs in a move to take care of its
security interest if and when the North Korean
leadership finds itself trapped in a very serious
situation. And the Chinese intervention in the
North Korean domestic affairs could bring
about a Chinese armed conflict with the U.S.
and South Korea. Probably, the worst situation
China wants to avoid will be the one where the
U.S.-South Korean allied forces march into
North Korea after the collapse of the socialist
regime there and confront the Chinese army
along the Amnok River, also called the Yalu
River in China, and the Tumen River. 

Of course, China has played a role in
resolving the question of the North’s nuclear
weapons development program, hosting six-
way talks on ending Pyongyang’s nuclear
ambitions. It, however, has continued to pro-
vide North Korea with economic assistance
while ever increasing its trade with the social-
ist country despite a series of U.N. sanctions
against it, in an effort to prevent it from falling
into dire straits.6) China will highly likely take
military actions to occupy the North if and
when a serious situation facing the North will
result in the sudden collapse of the socialist
regime (a situation, to be mentioned simply as
a North Korean crisis below). South Korea and
the U.S. have jointly drawn up a military oper-
ation plan, dubbed “OPLAN 5029,” to prepare
for this North Korean crisis. But China has yet
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to disclose such a contingency plan.
Under this complicated situation facing the

North and the Korean Peninsula, this essay
will first review the Chinese North Korea poli-
cy and attempt to look into the security dilem-
ma facing South Korea and China. Based on
this review and investigation, it will then
weigh the possibility of a very serious situa-
tion to hit the North in the near future and esti-
mate possible Chinese actions under a contin-
gency plan for a North Korean crisis.     

II. North Korea Policy of China
under Xi Jinping’s Leadership
and Security Dilemma Facing
South Korea and China

1. China’s North Korea Policy

The governing slogans for the next 10 years
presented by Xi’s leadership, as outlined in the
Dec. 29, 2012 version of the dream speech
delivered by the Chinese leader, are to have a
“well-off society” by the time the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) and the People’s
Republic of China celebrate their centennial to
become a “prosperous, strong, democratic,
civilized and harmonious socialist modernized
country on its way to the ultimate great rejuve-
nation of the Chinese nation.” These goals are
probably meant for his unswerving will to fur-
ther strengthen the responsibility and right of
China as a G-2 state in the international com-
munity.7) Based on these catchphrases, China
under Xi’s leadership has shown its intent to
make a change in its policy toward North
Korea while trumpeting the consistent nature
of China’s traditional North Korea policy. 

In terms of continuity, China’s North Korea

policy has shown no significant change over
the past six decades. Above all, the North has
been valuable to China because of its geologi-
cal value as a buffer zone for Chinese security.
This Chinese traditional stance is attributable
to its perception that other superpowers’ influ-
ence over the North, if any, will critically
threaten Chinese security. For this reason, its
North Korea policy has continued to focus on
promoting the stability of the North Korean
regime and maintaining the status quo.8) In
other words, the keynote of China’s North
Korea policy is tuned to its national strategy to
create a peaceful external environment and
expand its international influence for its per-
sistent economic development. However, it is
not easy for any China watcher to analyze and
herald the practical Chinese North Korea poli-
cy simply based on its keynote. It is so
because the Chinese policy priority on the
North can change any time according to the
internal and external situation in China. This is
attributable to a strategic dilemma facing
China in its relations with the North. China is
greatly concerned that the instability or col-
lapse of the North Korean socialist regime will
damage its geological benefits. For this rea-
son, China is tuning up the keynote of its
North Korea policy in a preventive manner. 

Characteristics of China’s North Korea poli-
cy today are as follows. First, China deals with
North Korean affairs within the framework
regarding its relationship with the U.S. in con-
trast to the Cold War era, when its North
Korea policy was determined in  accordance
with its relations with both the U.S. and the
Soviet Union. Second, China focuses on main-
taining a socialist regime in the northern half
of the Korean Peninsula and preventing a sud-
den serious development the North’s leader-
ship to be followed probably by its collapse.
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Third, China has turned active in recent years
for a solution to the North’s nuclear problem,
playing a mediator’s role and exerting consid-
erable efforts for the resumption of six-way
talks. In particular, China wants to see the con-
tinued stabilization of North Korea to be
attained through reform and opening-up, while
blocking the U.S. strategy of containing China
with the help of Pacific-rim states as well as
any Japanese move to become a military
power. This position is natural because peace
on and stability of the Korean Peninsula are
the most important requirements to achieving
the Chinese dream to realize the great revival
of the Chinese nation. On the one hand, China
views the North as a burden because of such
uneasy factors as the North’s military adven-
turism, devastated economy and isolation from
the international community. On the other
hand, China perceives the North as an entity
subject to its continued political, diplomatic
and economic support, not to mention mutual
strategic cooperation, for the survival of the
North Korean socialist regime. 

In the meantime, China under Xi’s leader-
ship is exerting considerable efforts to deal
with any emergent situations on the Korean
Peninsula at minimum costs, prevent the U.S.
control of a unified Korea, improve living
conditions for North Korean citizens through
policy reform and stabilize the North Korean
regime. For China, North Korea is a neighbor-
ing country and at the same time it is located
in an extraordinary area where its political,
security and economic interests are overlap-
ping with those of the U.S., Japan and Russia
in a complicated way. To sum up, the Chinese
North Korea policy is aimed most likely at sta-
bilizing the North Korean regime and increas-
ing its influence over the North.9)

Above all, noteworthy in the Chinese policy

on the North is that China views the collapse
of the North Korean regime, if any, as an issue
directly connected with its fundamental
national interest, regardless of a change in its
realistic relations with the North in the post-
Cold War era. China is pursuing a policy to
prevent the collapse of the North Korean
regime because it would immediately nega-
tively affect its state goal for attaining contin-
ued economic development. In other words,
the collapse of the North Korean regime
would undoubtedly give an end to peace on
and stability of the Korean Peninsula, with a
flood of North Korean refugees into China,
thus touching off serious political, social and
economic problems. A slumping economy in
China would trigger an array of socio-eco-
nomic problems such as a wide gap between
the rich and the poor, an income gap between
urban and rural residents, the emergence of
jobless people en masse and prevalent corrup-
tion, throwing the whole country into confu-
sion and disintegration. For this reason, China
has no choice but to stand against the collapse
of the North Korean regime.     

The second notable point is that the keynote
of the Chinese North Korea policy is aimed at
expanding its influence over the North. China
has made various attempts to become a global
power by means of expanding its influence
over the North. In particular, it has made
attempts in that direction on the basis of the
fruits of its rapid economic development. The
Korean Peninsula has served as a foothold for
that Chinese move. Under this policy frame-
work, China began to turn active in its efforts
for resuming the six-way talks after the North
conducted its third nuclear test. At the same
time, unlike in the past, China began to urge
the North to make reforms and open up to pro-
mote its economic development and improve
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its citizens’ living conditions, requirements for
its survival. And the living conditions for
North Koreans have actually improved in
recent years thanks to the continued increase
in trade between China and the North.10)

The final goal of the North Korea policy
pursued by China is to stably maintain the
North Korean socialist regime with no nuclear
weapons. To attain this goal, China will likely
continue to push ahead with the resumption of
six-way talks aimed at dismantling the North’s
nuclear capabilities. At the same time, China
is worried about any crisis or collapse in the
North Korean regime, which will undoubtedly
serve as a stumbling block to China’s stability.
For this reason, China has been reluctant to
join sanctions against the North taken by the
international community while boosting trade
and economic cooperation with the North.
North Korea is a burden for China because of
its nuclear capabilities, but it will also serve as
an important Chinese strategic asset in the
future. The North’s strategic value has further
increased at a time when the U.S. has acceler-
ated its policy for containing China after the
North conducted its third nuclear test, dis-
patching an Aegis destroyer and a B-2 stealth
bomber to a military exercise conducted joint-
ly with South Korea and seeking the deploy-
ment of a Terminal High Altitude Area
Defense (THAAD), an advanced anti-ballistic
missile system, in South Korea. 

2. Security Dilemma Facing South Korea
and China

At present, China is focusing its relation-
ship with South Korea on trade and the eco-
nomic arena while maintaining its traditional
ties with North Korea. For this reason, China
has shown somewhat lukewarm responses to

the request of the international community for
imposing sanctions and pressure on the North
despite its nuclear tests. This behavior indi-
cates that the North still plays the role of a
socialist buffer zone for China. For this rea-
son, the North is still valuable strategically for
China. Under this situation, there emerges a
theory to justify China’s policy to embrace the
North. According to the theory, if China
deserts North Korea, the latter will isolate
itself from the international community for
good; a solution to the North’s nuclear ques-
tion will become unexpectable; the North will
be trapped in an uncontrollable situation; and
thus there will be an end to the peace on and
stability of the Korean Peninsula. Because
China views the moves of South Korea and
the U.S. to strengthen their alliance as a legacy
of the Cold War and a part of their strategy to
contain it. It has no reason to play a leading
role in sanctioning the North and change the
keynote of its traditional North Korea policy.
This Chinese perception is a factor behind
conflict between South Korea and China and a
dilemma that they face when dealing with the
North. In the meantime, China will likely seek
to develop its ties with Seoul as its strategic
cooperative partner and dissuade it from par-
ticipating in the U.S. network for containing
China. In particular, China will likely exercise
diplomatic pressure upon Japan to side with
South Korea in the Seoul-Tokyo territorial dis-
putes while recognizing South Korea’s value
as its cooperative partner who can crack the
U.S. network for containing China, which
would now be backed up by its two allies,
South Korea and Japan.11)

Riding on the atmosphere prevailing in the
post-Cold War globalization era, China has
pushed ahead with equidistance diplomacy
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toward the two Koreas. Under this foreign pol-
icy, it can develop its relations with South
Korea as its strategic cooperative partner
while maintaining an alliance with North
Korea. But as a power transition between the
U.S. and China turns brisk, China has no
option but to reevaluate the North’s strategic
value. In fact, the North has been a burden
continually to China. But in the era for China-
U.S. power transition, China is in a position to
recognize the strategic value of the North as its
ally and a buffer zone. For this reason, China
has called on the international community to
respond to North’s provocations in a cool-
headed, prudent manner. Seoul interprets this
position as a resolve to stand by the North,
bringing about a crack in the strategic coopera-
tive relationship between Seoul and Beijing.  

III. Possibility of Serious
Development in North Korea
and Prospects for
Chinese Intervention

1. Possibility of Serious Development in North

When the North Korean economic situation
worsened following the death of the North’s
founding leader Kim Il-sung in 1994 and a
famine and flood hitting the North the next
year, Gen. Gary Luck, then commander of the
U.S. Forces Korea and chief of Korea-U.S.
Combined Forces Command, told the Senate
Armed Services Committee on March 28,
1996: “North Korea is already in a state of
economic collapse. There is no longer a ques-
tion about whether North Korea will collapse;
the question is when and how.” With his men-
tion of the North Korean crisis, that topic

came to the fore in South Korea. Heralding
that the North’s collapse will likely end in an
explosion, or an implosion, the U.S. general
also said the North Korean situation will
develop in seven phases as follows. 1) short-
age of food, fuel and resources 2) differentiat-
ed supply of resources by region 3) regional
independence for survival 4) harsh pressure
from the central government. 5) internal disor-
der 6) internal cracking with violence, and 7)
power reorganization (namely, collapse).12)

But contrary to the prediction, North Korea
is yet to face a situation heading for its col-
lapse, bringing about the dwindling concern of
the international community regarding the
North’s crisis. North Korea watchers began to
mention a crisis in the North again more than a
decade later when North Korean leader Kim
Jong-il reportedly suffered a stroke in 2008
that led to a theory of the North’s troublesome
leadership, with the rumors on the designation
of Kim’s 20-something son, Jong-un, as his
successor. The watchers also discussed not
only the possibility of a regime change in the
North but the need for a large-scale foreign
military intervention in case the socialist
regime collapses.13) In a move to prepare for
the collapse of the North, Seoul and
Washington provided OPLAN-5029 in late
2009. This plan is aimed at dealing with very
serious developments in North Korea, such as
a coup d’etat, a revolution, large-scale defec-
tions, an outflow of weapons of mass destruc-
tion, hostage situations involving South
Koreans and major natural disasters. But after
the North conducted its third nuclear test in
February 2013, the view on the low possibility
of the North’s collapse became prevalent.
Although there are various views about the sit-
uation facing the North, there is always the
possibility that the North will be trapped in a
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crisis which may  lead to a regime change.   
It is very hard even for North Korea watch-

ers in Seoul and elsewhere to understand the
internal situation facing the North because of
the absolute authority of the “suryong (boss,
or leader)” and the policy of the North Korean
regime for strictly blocking the flow of infor-
mation. The most likely factor that could
result in an unstable state of the regime is a
power struggle in the elite group.  As well
known, the young North Korean dictator, Kim
Jong-un, has purged even his uncle, Jang
Song-thaek, and often taken personnel actions
even on the army’s top brass. Under this cir-
cumstances, possibilities are high that worries
and uneasy feelings of the power elite can lead
to a coup d’etat. It is more so because the mili-
tary has played a pivotal role for maintaining
the North Korean regime under a military-first
policy launched by the late Kim Jong-il right
after the death of his father Kim Il-sung.
Probably, prevalent are unsatisfactory feelings
of senior military officers about the Kim Jong-
un regime because the new leadership began
to transfer the rights of utilizing many income
sources from the military to the Party. These
steps unfavorable for the army may invite
resistance from some senior officers of the
army.14) And the poor living conditions for
ordinary citizens, which involve food, clothing
and houses, can set off a public rising. If the
Kim Jong-un regime fails to meet the basic
needs of the North Korean public, more and
more North Koreans may desert their home-
land and escape to a foreign country, or public
riots may break out. If and when bloody crash-
es between citizens and soldiers take place in
the course of clamping down the uprisings, the
North Korean regime will undoubtedly fall
into a socio-political crisis. Other factors to an
unstable regime include natural disasters, mili-

tary provocations against South Korea aimed
at settling internal problems and an outflow of
its weapons of mass destruction.15)

2. Prospects for China’s Intervention in
North Korean Crisis

1) Justifications for Intervention

It is naturally desirable for North Korea to
settle its crisis for its own no matter how seri-
ous it is. But it is possible for any foreign
country to interfere with a North Korean crisis
according to international laws. In case a seri-
ous development  leads to a sudden change in
the socialist country armed with weapons of
mass destruction, its neighboring countries
have their own justifications and legal grounds
for their intervention in a militaristic or non-
militaristic way to protect their  respective
national interests. A country’s intervention in
another’s internal affairs is allowed under the
exceptions to the provisions for non-interfer-
ence of the international law only when the
latter asks the former to do so. But  interven-
tion is recognized as legal when it is for exer-
cising self-defense rights or for humanitarian
purposes. For this reason, China can intervene
in a North Korean crisis to counter the joint
intervention of South Korea and the U.S. in
the North Korean development, or to respond
to a request of the North, or to protect its terri-
tory and its citizens under the North Korea-
China Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and
Mutual Assistance concluded in 1961.    

If China were to intervene in the North’s
crisis, it would be 1) for the protection of its
citizens and properties in the North, 2) for the
safe management of weapons of mass destruc-
tion in the North, and 3) for humanitarian pur-
poses aimed at managing North Korean
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refugees, among other things.16) Of course,
China can make  intervention under internation-
al cooperation involving the United Nations,
rather than one-sidedly.17) When asked about
China’s intention to meddle  in a North Korean
crisis while attending an international forum in
October 2006, Lt. Gen. Zhang Qinsheng,
deputy chief of the general staff of the People’s
Liberation Army, said that the Chinese army
wants to solve any serious problem in the North
under assistance of the United Nations, rather
than in independent action, adding that Chinese
intervention, if any, will take the form of partic-
ipating in the U.N. forces organized to settle the
problem in the North.18)

2) Ways of Intervention

As aforementioned, South Korea and the
U.S. have jointly worked out a contingency
plan for a North Korean crisis, dubbed
“OPLAN-5029.” But a Chinese contingency
of the kind, if any, is still in a veil of secrecy.
In case the North is trapped in a crisis, China
will probably first seek a political or diplomat-
ic approach, but it will likely employ military
means if and when it fails to do so.
Undoubtedly, China believes that if a North
Korean crisis provides a chance for the two
Koreas to unify under the initiative of South
Korea and the U.S., with no Chinese interven-
tion, it will deepen the power imbalance
between China and the U.S. in Northeast Asia
in favor of Washington. The U.S. policy of
rebalancing towards the Asia-Pacific, pursued
by the Obama administration, is probably
serving as a stimulus for the Chinese military
intervention in a North Korean crisis. For
China, North Korea serves as a buffer zone
and a forward defense in its geological rela-
tionship with the U.S., Japan and South Korea

each. For this reason, a unified Korea,
achieved with no consideration of Chinese
security interest, may turn into an achilles’
heel for China.19) China may believe that
Beijing, Tianjin, Shenyang and Dalian,
Chinese cities near a unified Korea ones may
especially vulnerable geologically. For this
reason, China will most likely exert its strenu-
ous efforts to prevent the collapse of the North
Korean socialist regime at any cost.20)

To handle a crisis in North Korea, China
will likely deploy a rapid reaction unit (RRU)
to dispatch it to the North faster than the U.S.
or South Korea. China will likely deploy as
RRUs in the initial phase of Chinese interven-
tion in the North 150,000 troops from the
16th, 39th and 40th Group Army in the
Shenyang Military Region and 30,000 troops
from the 15th Airborne Corps in the
Guangzhou Military Region. In the second
phase, it can dispatch additional 110,000
troops from the Jinan Military Region, and
210,000 troops from the military regions of
Beijing and Nanjing, to bring to 500,000
troops the total number of servicemen China
can dispatch to the northern half of the Korean
Peninsula should North Korea become trapped
in a situation that would lead to its collapse.
Also deployable are an array of warships in
the North Sea Fleet, plus one combat division
and one bombing division in the fleet. Air
force units to be deployed will likely include
two transportation divisions at the Air Force
Headquarters in Beijing. 

In the meantime, the 39th Group Army in
the Shenyang Military Region has conducted
drills in recent years in a move to infiltrate
into the North ahead of South Korean troops
or the U.S. forces in South Korea. And the
15th Aviation Brigade has cut down the chan-
nel of command from seven steps to three in a
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move to shorten the takeoff time for war
planes to less than 10 minutes from 35 min-
utes. And in January 2014, troops in the
Shenyang Military Region conducted a mili-
tary exercise in the areas bordering North
Korea. What China is seriously worried about
is an outflow of the North Korean weapons of
mass destruction, many of which are stored in
the areas bordering China. Reportedly, China
made military operations aimed at reaching
the North’s weapons of mass destruction and
bringing them under its control ahead of the
U.S. and South Korea in case the North
Korean regime collapses a top priority. One of
the seven military regions in China, the
Shenyang Military Region is exclusively con-
ducting a regular military exercise based on
defensive systems and equipment related with
nuclear weapons and biochemical weapons.  

IV. Conclusion

A Chinese contingency for a North Korean
crisis, if any, will serve as a key stumbling
block to the achievement of Seoul-Washington
joint strategic goals regarding the North. The
Chinese military intervention in the North will
bring about diplomatic and security friction
between China and South Korea, and between
China and the U.S., as well as a widespread
impact, as seen from the Korean War and the
Vietnam War. China will likely justify its mili-
tary intervention in a North Korean crisis as an
ally of the North and block any Seoul-
Washington attempts to infiltrate their troops
into the North unilaterally.  

In the meantime, at stake is that it is very
hard for even the most meticulous of North
Korea experts to predict the emergence of a
dramatic development in the North like that in

East Europe in the early 1990s. This is
because there is no democratic area  in the
North, and the 4km-wide buffer zone, with
innumerable mines hidden under the ground
and barbed wires, prevents the inter-Korean
movement of people en mass in a short period
of time. And there is the integrity of the elite
in the North, whose will to safeguard their
nation is strong enough to mobilize every pos-
sible means, including cruel suppression of the
public, and whose competition of loyalty to
the regime is keen. For such reasons, possibili-
ties are slim that a regime change will take
place in the North in the near future. And
should South Korea push ahead with a regime
change in the North, China and Russia will
exercise various pressure upon Seoul, oppos-
ing the South Korean campaign.

Moreover, as aforementioned, the keynote
of the North Korea policy pursued by China
under Xi’s leadership is to maintain the stabili-
ty of the North Korean regime while rebalanc-
ing regional power in relations with the U.S
and prioritizing maintaining of peace on and
stability of the Korean Peninsula, preventing
the collapse of the North Korean socialist
regime, seeking a solution to the North’s
nuclear problem via six-way talks and
strengthening its influence upon the North. To
attain these policy goals, China is expanding
economic exchanges and cooperation with
North Korea while responding passively to the
international sanctions against the North.  

Of course, a serious development may occur
in the North without warning, possibly leading
to the demise of the socialist regime. But pos-
sibilities are high that such a development will
be in the making for a long period. It is not
desirable for South Korea only to wait for the
collapse of the North Korean regime. It must
prepare proper measures for countering the sit-
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uation facing the North in a way to increase its
influence over the North. Should South Korea
and China intervene in a serious North Korean
situation simultaneously, China will have an
edge over the South in terms of location and
justification, and the South will be trapped in a
dilemma to confront Beijing militarily. In
other words, even in case of a North Korean
crisis, it is difficult for South Korean troops to
enter the North Korean territory independent-
ly, or jointly with U.S. forces, because China
will not stand idle and watch.

For this reason, there are some requirements
for South Korea should it intervene in a North
Korean crisis. First, the South needs to per-
suade China to allow it to take the initiative in
handling North Korean issues while providing
measures for dealing with the North Korean
crisis in consideration of the Chinese position,
along with the measures to handle with
Chinese intervention. Secondly, the South
needs to dissolve  misunderstandings or dis-
agreements between Seoul and Beijing, not
only on their views on a North Korean crisis
but also on the North’s weapons of mass
destruction and other key security issues,
through various dialogue channels, fostering
their environments and relations in a way to
respect each other’s key interests. Thirdly, the
South needs to limit the U.S. policy on the
strategic flexibility of U.S. forces stationed in
South Korea, the most sensitive issue to China,
to the objective of maintaining peace on and
stability of the Korean Peninsula. Finally, the
South needs to provide measures for coping
with a North Korean crisis in its broader strate-
gy for unification of the two Koreas. 

(This is an excerpt from the Korean essay car-
ried in Policy Studies No. 183 (Winter 2014),
a quarterly journal published by the Institute

for National Security Strategy (INSS) in
Seoul, Korea.)
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Internal Affairs

N. Korean leader inspects military unit off east coast

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un and his younger sister inspected a front-line military unit off
the country’s east coast, calling for the deployment of more powerful weapons to the unit, the
North’s official news agency reported on March 12.

The leader and Kim Yo-jong, vice department director of the Central Committee, inspected the
Sin Islet Defense Company, which guards a forward post off the east coast, the (North) Korean
Central News Agency (KCNA) said in an English dispatch.

The Sin islet is part of the North’s port city and naval base of Wonsan, located about halfway
along the Korean Peninsula’s eastern coastline.

“The company was defending the strategically very important islet,” the KCNA quoted the leader
as saying. 

He also underscored “the necessity to deploy more powerful firepower striking means on the islet
in order to thoroughly implement the party’s military strategic policy on completely wiping out in a
sea the enemies coming in attack from waters,” according to the KCNA report.

Kim also encouraged the servicemen to “turn the company, an outpost in the East Sea ... into an
invulnerable fortress like the coastal battery which fought on Wolmi Island,” the KCNA said, refer-
ring to the Yellow Sea island now belonging to the South. The island was one of the front-line bat-
tlefields during the 1950-53 Korean War. 

His sister, Yo-jong, was the only person mentioned in the report as having accompanied the leader
for the undated military inspection, a point which indicates the sister’s elevated status in the regime,
according to experts.

It was the first time the sister’s name was included in such a news report as the only companion
for Kim’s public appearance. (Yonhap)

N. Korean leader inspects air force unit on tree-planting day

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un inspected a major air force unit credited with supporting the
2009 launch of a long-range rocket, according to Pyongyang’s media on March 3. 

A day earlier, Kim looked around a monument to honor “14 stalwart fighters, who displayed the
suicidal-attack spirit” at Unit 447 of the Air and Anti-Air Force, reported the North’s official
KCNA. 

The monument commemorates the “heroic feats performed by the 14 fighter pilots in the opera-
tion to ensure the successful launch of satellite Kwangmyongsong-2,” said the KCNA. 

In April 2009, Kim observed the launch of the rocket, which Pyongyang claims was aimed at
sending a satellite into orbit, along with his father and then-leader Kim Jong-il. The launch was
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unsuccessful.
Citing the North’s earlier news reports, South Korean officials said that at least one of the 14 air-

men was killed due to a jet crash on the eve of the rocket launch.
“It’s presumed that a pilot was killed as a MiG-23 fighter jet crashed into the waters near the

launch site in Musudan-ri while conducting a patrol flight against a possible attempt to intercept (the
rocket),” a unification ministry official told reporters on background. 

The pilot received a posthumous medal and 13 others were awarded watches with the name of
Kim Jong-il, he added. (Yonhap)

N. Korean leader calls for full combat readiness 

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has called for full combat readiness and a change in the
machinery of his troops, as he chaired a key session of the ruling Workers’ Party of Korea,
Pyongyang’s media reported on Feb. 23.

Kim delivered a “historic speech” at the extended meeting of the party’s Central Military
Commission, the first of its kind in 10 months, according to the official KCNA.

He was quoted as saying that the security situations at home and abroad have been graver than at
any other time since he seized power in the wake of the death of his father, Kim Jong-il in
December 2011.

Although the North’s armed forces have done well to protect the country, it’s time to beef up
combat capabilities, he added.

“Emphasizing the need for the Korean People’s Army (KPA) to focus all of its efforts on round-
ing off combat readiness this year, he said it was necessary to simplify the machinery of the KPA
and indicated the direction and ways for reorganizing the machinery in such a way to realize the
strategic intention of the Supreme Command any time,” the KCNA said in an English-language
report.

Calling on the military to be fully ready for any form of war, he clarified the methods of fighting
a war with the U.S., it added without providing details.

Kim presided over the previous session of the party committee in April last year, in which the
North’s top officials discussed the nation’s defense policy and war tactics. (Yonhap)

N. Korean leader inspects island attack training

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has inspected an artillery and landing exercise by front-line
units deployed near the Yellow Sea, Pyongyang’s media reported on Feb. 21.

The drill, joined by artillery forces of the 4th Corp. and island defense units, focused on training
for “striking and seizing an island,” said the KCNA. The 4th Corp. led the North’s shelling of a
South Korean border island, Yeonpyeong, in November 2010, which killed four South Korean
marines and civilians and wounded more than a dozen others.

Conducted at the direct instruction of Kim, the main aim of the latest training was to prepare for a
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fight against the United States, it added.
“The entire army should make their training more intense, as the anti-Japanese guerrillas did in

Mount Paektu, to prepare all soldiers as stalwart combatants and turn all units into an iron-willed
guards unit and thus bring the anti-U.S. confrontation to the final conclusion by crushing the ene-
mies promptly in case they pounce upon the DPRK,” Kim was quoted as saying. The DPRK is the
acronym for the North’s formal name, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.

The Rodong Sinmun, a newspaper published by the ruling Workers’ Party, also carried a story,
coupled with related photos, on Kim’s so-called field guidance.

The pictures showed the firing of multiple rockets and Kim, in black coat, watching the exercise
through binoculars. A tablet PC was seen on his table at a command post.

He was accompanied by Hwang Pyong-so, director of the general political bureau of the North’s
military, People’s Armed Forces Minister Hyon Yong-chol and several other senior military offi-
cials.

The North’s media did not specify the timing of the training and its venue. The reports came a
couple of days after Lunar New Year’s Day, one of the biggest annual celebrations for Koreans.

The South Korean government said the live-fire training was held on Feb. 20, in which Silkworm
anti-ship missiles, SA-2 surface-to-air missiles and 122mm self-propelled artillery were mobilized.

The Chinese-made Silkworm missile has a range of up to around 95 kilometers, which means
Seoul and the nearby Gyeonggi Province are within its reach. 

The North is known to have more than 180 SA-2s that can fly as far as about 48 kilometers  
“The North Korean military seems to have conducted the island strike and landing exercise this

time with South Korea’s western border islands in mind,” despite Kim Jong-un’s talk of the U.S.
threat, a source at the South’s defense ministry said. (Yonhap)

N. Korea in ‘heated zeal’ of public sports: Pyongyang official

North Korea is in a “heated sporting zeal,” a Pyongyang official said, as it encourages its people
to take up sports as a means of boosting industrial output and strengthening national defense.

North Korea’s young leader Kim Jong-un, known as an avid basketball fan, has put great empha-
sis on promoting sports since he took power in late 2011. The country has recently opened its only
luxury ski resort, Masik Pass, as one of his pet projects and hosted former NBA star Dennis Rodman
to hold an exhibition match in Pyongyang. 

“The heated sporting zeal in the whole country bolsters production and construction, and this is
the current reality in (North) Korea,” Ri Chi-ung, vice-director of the Mass-based Sports
Department of North Korea’s Ministry of Physical Culture and Sports, said in a published interview
with a North Korean magazine, called Korea Today, which was seen in Beijing on Feb. 19.

In its February edition, the English-language magazine quoted Ri as saying that North Korea has
set up a new sports-exclusive government agency, called the National Sports Guidance Committee,
to promote sports among its people.

All provinces, cities and counties are being encouraged to promote sports such as football and
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basketball at workplaces, Ri said in the article.
“People have growing interest in sport through mass-based sporting activities, and they find

themselves do their work better amidst the sporting zeal,” Ri said. “And it gives full play to collec-
tivism, and the love for their working places and home villages is going up remarkably.”

Ri claimed that North Korea’s sports drive helps develop the country’s economy. 
“At the Pyongyang Electric Cable Factory 326 the managers are taking the lead in mass-based

sporting activities and the workers are joining in the campaign as one,” Ri said. “Thus, they feel
more pleasant at their jobs and the spirit of helping and leading one another forward is prevailing in
the factory. All this gives great energy to the effort to fulfill the national economic plan.” (Yonhap)

N. Korea names new light industry minister 

North Korea has recently promoted a vice light industry minister to the ministry’s helm, which
had been vacant since early last year, according to a North Korean news report on  Feb. 17.

The promotion was confirmed during a television report recalling former North Korean leader
Kim Jong-il, carried by the (North) Korean Central Television. The report named Cho Il-ryong, for-
mer vice minister at the Ministry of Light Industry, as the minister.

The top seat at the light industry ministry, formerly held by the late leaders’ sister Kim Kyong-
hui, had been left empty since the former Minister An Jong-su was promoted to the director of the
Light Industry Department at the governing Workers’ Party of Korea in April.

Kim Kyong-hui, who was once deeply involved in the ministry, has been inactive in public activi-
ties since her husband Jang Song-thaek was executed in December 2013 on charges of treason and
corruption. 

The light industry is one of the major economic sectors in North Korea where economic develop-
ment is still lagging behind those of its neighbors. (Yonhap)

N. Korea promotes military officials on late leader’s birthday

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un marked his late father’s birthday on Feb. 16 with an order to
promote dozens of top military officials and a visit to a mausoleum in Pyongyang.

Kim conferred the rank of colonel general on Choe Kyong-son, commander of special forces and
the title of lieutenant general on So Tae-ha, who represented the North in talks with Japan over
Japanese nationals abducted decades ago, according to the official KCNA.

Twenty-five other military officials were also promoted on the anniversary, which Pyongyang
calls the Day of the Shining Star.

Kim expressed his belief that those senior military officers will “fulfill their honorable responsi-
bilities and duties in the general offensive to hasten the final victory in the revolutionary spirit of
Paektu, always bearing in mind the trust and expectation of the party and the people.”

Paektu refers to a mountain along the border with China, which the North claims was home to the
founding leader Kim Il-sung’s fight against Japan in the early 1900s.
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Kim Jong-un, meanwhile, paid tribute at the Kumsusan Palace of the Sun, which commemorates
his father and grandfather Kim Il-sung, at midnight of Feb. 16, said the KCNA.

He was accompanied by chief of the general political bureau of the (North) Korean People’s
Army (KPA), People’s Armed Forces Minister Hyon Yong-chol and Ri Yong-gil, chief of the KPA
General Staff.

Pyongyang residents also set off fireworks over the Taedong River running through the capital,
the North’s media reported. (Yonhap)

N. Korean leader visits construction site for scientists’ village

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has given field guidance to a housing complex construction
site for scientists, the country’s state media reported on Feb. 15. 

Kim visited the construction site of the Mirae Scientists Street along the River Taedong at the
center of the capital city, Pyongyang, which is to harbor modern housing complex and service facili-
ties for scientists, according to the report by the North’s KCNA, monitored in Seoul.

Looking down the site while on his plane, the leader “expressed great satisfaction,” saying the
“magnificent and spectacular” construction would “successfully face-lift Pyongyang as a world-
class city to be envied by the world.”

He called on workers there to complete the first-phase construction by April 15, the birthday of
his grandfather and the founder of the country, Kim Il-sung, to “demonstrate the party’s policy of
attaching importance of science and talents,” according to the English-language report. 

The dispatch did not give details about the date of his visit, though he was reported to have been
accompanied by Hwang Pyong-so, vice marshal of the North’s Korean People’s Army, and other
party officials.

The visit is in line with Kim’s pledge of unsparing support for the country’s science and technolo-
gy sector as part of efforts to rebuild its moribund economy. (Yonhap)

N. Korea to further ‘light, precise’ weapon development

North Korea’s ruling Workers’ Party has adopted a resolution calling for the nation to focus more
on developing cutting-edge weapons, Pyongyang’s media reported on Feb. 13.

The decision came at a meeting of the Central Committee’s Political Bureau of the Workers’
Party of Korea to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the party’s establishment and Korea’s liberation
from Japan’s 35-year-long colonial rule, the official KCNA said.

The North’s leader Kim Jong-un attended the session held in Pyongyang on Feb. 10, it said.
The North will “manufacture larger numbers of powerful, cutting-edge military hardware of its

own style that are of high precision, light, unmanned and intelligent” to be prepared for modern
warfare, read the resolution.

It stressed the spirit demonstrated in “conquering outer space.”
The North succeeded in sending a long-range rocket into orbit in 2012. The world is concerned
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that the nuclear-armed country may have mastered a technology to miniaturize warheads.
The resolution said it’s urgent to “step up the work of arming all the people and fortifying the

whole country on a high level” to win the showdown with the United States.
It also declared a campaign to pave the way for “independent reunification” with South Korea and

broaden diplomatic ties.
“We will resolutely frustrate the anti-DPRK war moves and nuclear and human rights rackets by

the U.S. imperialists and the South Korean puppets,” added the resolution, referring to North Korea
by the acronym of its official name, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.

“We will also develop foreign relations in a multilateral and proactive way, and strengthen
international solidarity with our revolution.” (Yonhap)

External Affairs

China says summit with N. Korea to take place when ‘convenient’

The leaders of North Korea and China may meet when their schedules are “convenient,” Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi said on March 8, signaling the possibility of a North Korea-China summit
despite long-running standoffs over the North’s nuclear ambition. 

North Korea’s young leader, Kim Jong-un, has yet to visit China since taking the helm of the
reclusive state in late 2011, while Russia has said that Kim would be among those attending a May 9
ceremony marking the 70th anniversary of the Soviet victory over Nazi Germany in World War II.

Political ties between North Korea and China remain strained, particularly after the North’s third
nuclear test in February 2013. 

Asked whether North Korea’s Kim could visit China this year, Wang replied, “As to when our
leaders will meet, we will have to see when it is convenient for both parties.” 

“The China-North Korea relationship has a strong foundation. It should not and will not be affect-
ed by temporary events,” Wang said. 

North Korea is China’s only formal treaty ally, but Beijing’s leadership has appeared to become
increasingly frustrated by the North’s nuclear and missile ambitions. 

Analysts say North Korea won’t give up its nuclear weapons program because having it would
prolong the Kim regime and help obtain political and economic benefits from the international com-
munity.

With China cold-shouldering North Korea’s nuclear policy, Pyongyang is seeking to deepen both
diplomatic and economic ties with Russia. 

North Korean Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong told a U.N. meeting in Geneva on March 3 that
Pyongyang would strongly respond to ongoing joint military drills between South Korea and the
United States. 
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Wang urged all relevant countries to exercise calm and restraint on the Korean Peninsula, saying
the situation there “is entering another delicate period.” 

“We call on the relevant countries to exercise calm and restraint and say and do things that will
have a positive effect so as to continue fostering an atmosphere and conditions for resuming the six-
party talks,” Wang said. 

The six-party talks, aimed at persuading North Korea to give up its nuclear ambition, have been
dormant for nearly six years. The talks involve South Korea, North Korea, the U.S., China, Russia
and Japan. 

North Korea has called for the resumption of the six-party talks without preconditions, but South
Korea and the U.S. insist that the North should first show its sincere commitment toward forgoing
its nuclear weapons program.

China plans to invite world leaders to a military parade later this year marking the end of World
War II, an event that could highlight the surrender of Japan. (Yonhap)

N. Korea cannot win nuke state status: Seoul official

North Korea’s hope to win recognition as a nuclear state will never be realized as Pyongyang is
the most “blatant” case of nuclear proliferation, a ranking Seoul diplomat said on March 4.

The remarks by South Korean Vice Foreign Minister Cho Tae-yul came as North Korea seeks to
advance its nuclear capability amid the long-stalled multilateral denuclearization talks.

“The international community will never grant any status (of a nuclear-weapon state) whatsoever
to the country known for the most blatant case of nuclear proliferation,” Cho said in a keynote
speech for the Conference on Disarmament (CD) now being held in Geneva. (Yonhap)

N. Korea negative about six-way nuclear talks

North Korea’s state media on March 2 expressed a negative view of the six-party talks on its
nuclear weapons program, claiming the now-suspended forum is apparently intended to overthrow
the communist regime.

“The United States has used dialogue as a space for crushing our republic to death. The six-party
talks are not an exception,” the Rodong Sinmun, published by the ruling Workers’ Party of Korea,
said in a commentary.

It followed media reports in Seoul that South Korea, the U.S., China, Russia and Japan are jointly
seeking to resume the talks that were last held in December 2008.

The newspaper cited President Barack Obama’s recent remarks that the North is doomed to col-
lapse. Pyongyang has argued that his comments demonstrate Washington’s policy of attempting to
bring down the country’s regime.

It was not confirmed whether the North’s five dialogue partners have formally proposed the
resumption of the talks. (Yonhap) 
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Inter-Korean Affairs

S. Korea says no unified team with N. Korea for Gwangju Universiade

South Korea on March 10 dismissed the possibility of forming a unified team with North Korea
for the upcoming Gwangju Summer Universiade, as the two sides are at loggerheads over the recent
knife attack on U.S. Ambassador to Seoul Mark Lippert.  

Given public sentiment and current inter-Korean relations, it’s “not appropriate” to field such a
joint team to the July games, a unification ministry official told reporters on background.

He was responding to a news report that the South may consider a unified delegation if the North
makes such a request.

The communist nation has submitted its application to participate in the international sports event
for university athletes, according to the organizing committee.

Pyongyang plans to send a 108-member team to the biennial games to be held in the South’s
southwestern city from July 3-14.

The South’s government, the ministry official said, will provide “active support” for the success-
ful hosting of the event.

The two Koreas are expected to hold consultations on the logistics of the North’s delegation
months or weeks ahead of the event. The North may also seek to dispatch a cheerleading squad.

It sent a 273-member team of athletes and coaches to the Incheon Asian Games last year. At that
time, the North withdrew plans to send cheerleaders, citing the South’s negative response.

Rifts between the two Koreas have deepened since the U.S. envoy was assailed by a knife-wield-
ing South Korean nationalist on March 5.

Lippert suffered a four-inch cut to his face and was also stabbed in his wrist, although his wounds
were not life-threatening. 

Pyongyang claimed it was an act of justice for the U.S. holding joint military drills with the South
on the peninsula. Seoul has strongly criticized Pyongyang for approving of the attack. (Yonhap)

N. Korea threatens missile attack on anti-Pyongyang leaflets

North Korea threatened on March 2 to fire cannons or missiles at anti-Pyongyang leaflets sent
from South Korea, amid growing military tension on the peninsula over ongoing joint military drills
between Seoul and Washington.

“(North Korea) will aim at and attack any balloons or unmanned drones carrying leaflets,” said
North Korea’s propaganda website, Uriminzokkiri. “We don’t hide that the (future) response could
be not just a few shots of gunfire but it could be cannons or missiles.” 

The heightened threat against such leaflet scattering by South Korean activists came amid escalat-
ing tension on the Korean Peninsula.
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Earlier in the day, the North fired two short-range missiles into the East Sea in protest against the
start of the joint Key Resolve-Foal Eagle military exercises. 

South Korea is the only country that has scattered such leaflets insulting the dignity and regime of
a receiving nation, the website said, adding that the launch of anti-Pyongyang leaflets during the
South Korea-U.S. military drill amounts to triggering a war.

The North has strongly protested leaflet launches by some South Korean activists, sometimes fir-
ing back at such campaigns that were launched from a border town in the South.

“Leaflet scattering is a clear war aggression in the international law,” Uriminzokkiri said, threat-
ening that all the responsibility for such campaigns will be taken by the South. 

Despite prolonged inter-Korean feuding over the leaflet issue, the South Korean government has
largely remained inactive, saying that the campaign is part of the activists’ right to free speech. 

The rival Koreas remain technically at war after the 1950-53 Korean War ended in a truce, not a
peace treaty. (Yonhap)

N. Korea yet to miniaturize nukes: Seoul

North Korea does not appear to have miniaturized nuclear warheads to fit on its ballistic missiles
despite having advanced its technology to “a considerable level,” Seoul’s defense ministry said on
Feb. 26.

Officials and experts from South Korea and the United States have said the communist country is
believed to have the technology to build nuclear-tipped missiles, though Pyongyang has yet to
demonstrate the miniaturization capability.

“Despite its significant technology level, we don’t think the North is capable of making such
nuclear weapons,” ministry spokesman Kim Min-seok said at a regular press briefing.

Touching on an analysis by U.S. expert Joel Wit that Pyongyang is currently believed to have 10-
16 nuclear weapons -- six to eight of them based on plutonium and four to eight based on weapons-
grade uranium, Kim said it is “simply a presumption without any evidence.”

Asked about the expected timing of the North’s next nuclear test, Kim said, “No such signs have
been detected.” 

Earlier in the day, South Korea’s daily Segye Times reported that the communist country has pre-
pared to carry out the fourth detonation test in May, citing government sources. 

“As we’ve repeatedly said, North Korea seems to be fully prepared for a test whenever it wants.
But it should be determined to face a significant level of political pressure, such as sanctions from
the United Nations,” Kim said. 

North Korea has conducted three rounds of nuclear tests so far -- in 2006, 2009 and 2013. Last
year, it threatened to conduct a “new form” of nuclear test, repeatedly vowing to develop its econo-
my and nuclear arsenal in tandem. (Yonhap)
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Int’l water body invites N. Korea to forum in S. Korea

The international council on water management has sent an invitation to North Korea to attend a
forum to be held in South Korea this year, officials in Sejong said  on Feb. 26.

“The France-based World Water Council (WWC) has delivered an invitation for North Korea to
the World Water Forum through the North’s diplomatic mission to UNESCO in Paris,” an official
from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport said.

The official, while speaking on condition of anonymity, said the Seoul government also plans to
invite the North to the international forum slated for April 12-17 in the country’s southern city of
Daegu and the bordering North Gyeongsang Province.

The World Water Forum, a triennial event, tackles a wide range of water-related problems, such
as water management, pollution and access to water supply.

This year’s event, the seventh of its kind, is expected to attract over 35,000 people from around
170 countries, according to its local organizers.

North Korea currently is not a member of the World Water Council.
“I understand the WWC extended an invitation to North Korea, considering the country’s special

relationship with South Korea,” the ministry official said.
Pyongyang reportedly has not responded to the invitation.
Ministry officials said bilateral talks between Seoul and Pyongyang may be possible should the

latter decide to take part in the Daegu forum, noting the North is believed to have over 50 dams,
most of which are aged and in need of repairs.

“Both South and North Korea may gain in various areas if the North takes part in this year’s
event,” another official said. “They may also be able to contribute to promoting peace and coopera-
tion on the Korean Peninsula by establishing a dialogue channel.”

Inter-Korean dialogue has become rare in recent years, especially since South Korea’s right-lean-
ing Saenuri Party came to power seven years ago.

The two Koreas remain divided and technically at war since the 1950-53 Korean War ended with
an armistice, not a peace treaty. (Yonhap)

Seoul vows efforts for headway in N.K. nuke talks

South Korea plans to do its best to achieve “meaningful” progress for the resumption of the long-
stalled six-party talks aimed at denuclearizing North Korea, the foreign minister said on Feb. 24.

The remarks by Foreign Minister Yun Byung-se came as a flurry of diplomatic efforts by five
countries to the six-party talks -- South Korea, the United States, China, Japan and Russia -- are
under way to explore ways to reopen the denuclearization talks that have been dormant since late
2008.

“Seoul plans to make meaningful progress for the denuclearization of North Korea. Consensus is
building that this issue should be promptly resolved,” Yun told a forum in Seoul.

Yun said that except for North Korea, the other five countries are narrowing their opinions about
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conditions for the resumption of the six-party talks to a considerable extent.
“I believe if Iran’s nuclear talks are concluded by a June deadline, they could have a positive

effect on North Korea’s denuclearization talks,” he added.
His remarks came as South Korea’s top nuclear envoy Hwang Joon-kook started his three-day

visit to Moscow on Feb. 23 to hold talks with his Russian counterpart Morgulov Igor.
Hwang and his counterparts from Washington and Tokyo held talks in Japan in January and the

Korean envoy also held talks with China’s top nuke negotiator Wu Dawei on Feb. 4.
North Korea has demanded the resumption of the six-party talks without conditions, but Seoul

and Washington have said that the North should first demonstrate its seriousness about denucleariza-
tion. (Yonhap)

N. Korea conducts submarine missile ejection test: sources

North Korea appears to have conducted a test of a missile ejection launcher that helps fire mis-
siles from submarines, South Korean military sources said on Feb. 20.

The communist North “tested the ejection launcher from the seashore near the Sinpo South
Shipyard on Jan. 23 for missiles that can be fired from submarines,” one military source here said,
requesting anonymity.

The ejection test in January from the North’s northeast coast simulated the initial stage of boost-
ing a missile out of a submarine launch tube, the source said.

According to South Korean and U.S. intelligence officials, the North has been developing a sub-
marine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM) in a move to boost its underwater missile strike capabili-
ties after launching a new 2,500-ton submarine last year.

The North’s move appears to be part of its efforts to equip its missiles with miniaturized nuclear
bombs, raising further concerns over the North’s evolving missile and nuclear threats, say North
Korean watchers. (Yonhap)

Defectors urge lawmakers to pass N.K. rights bill

An association of North Korean defector groups in South Korea called on lawmakers on Feb. 12
to pass a pending bill on the North’s human rights situation, calling their inaction a dereliction of
duty.

The call comes as the bill, introduced in August 2005, has been languishing in the National
Assembly, apparently out of concern its passage could have a negative impact on inter-Korean rela-
tions.

The bill calls for efforts to enhance the human rights conditions in the North and to set principles
for humanitarian support as well as create funds to promote the North’s rights issue.

The association called on lawmakers to pass the bill during the current special parliamentary ses-
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sion amid keen international attention to North Korea’s dismal human rights conditions.
“The ruling and opposition parties should never fail to pass the bill during the present parliamen-

tary session,” it said.
Pyongyang has long been labeled as one of the worst human rights violators in the world. The

communist regime does not tolerate dissent, holds hundreds of thousands of people in political
prison camps and keeps tight control over outside information.

In December, the United Nations General Assembly formally adopted a landmark resolution call-
ing for referring the North to the International Criminal Court for human rights violations.

The move came as the U.N. Commission of Inquiry (COI) unveiled its report in February 2014
that accused Pyongyang of “systematic, widespread and grave violations of human rights.” (Yonhap)

FOREIGN TIPS

N. Korea unlikely to conduct nuclear or long-range missile test: 38 North

North Korea is unlikely to test a nuclear device or a long-range missile over the coming few
months, a U.S. think tank said, citing satellite imagery of tests sites, despite concern Pyongyang
could launch provocations in anger over U.S.-South Korea military exercises.

Commercial satellite imagery of the North’s Punggye-ri nuclear test site and the Sohae Satellite
Launching Station shows that only activities associated with maintenance during the winter months
are taking place, the website 38 North said.

“While both sites are likely at a sufficient state of readiness to move forward with a test if ordered
to do so by the North Korean leadership, there are no signs of preparations,” it said. “As a result, the
North is unlikely to conduct a nuclear or missile test over the next few months.”

The analysis came amid concern that Pyongyang could make provocations to demonstrate anger
at joint military exercises South Korea and the U.S. launched in early March. The communist nation
has condemned such annual drills as a rehearsal for invasion of the country.

Seoul and Washington have denied the claim, saying the maneuvers are purely defensive. (Yonhap)

China firm supplies equipment to N.K. ski resort: U.N. report

China has informed the United Nations that a Chinese company supplied equipment to a North
Korean ski resort years ago, but said it doesn’t constitute a violation of the U.N. sanctions against
the communist country, a U.N. report showed on March 10.

China said that an unspecified Chinese company transferred ski lift equipment and relevant
design services to North Korea that were used to build the Masikryong Ski Resort in the North,
according to the 2014 panel report recently submitted to a U.N. Sanctions Committee on North
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Korea.
The lavish ski resort on the North’s east coast, opened in December 2013, is one of the pet pro-

jects of the North’s leader Kim Jong-un, who reportedly enjoyed skiing while attending school in
Switzerland in the early 1990s.

The construction of the ski resort came as North Korea has been under a set of sanctions imposed
by the U.N. Security Council for its nuclear and missile tests. The resolutions include an embargo
on nuclear and missile technology and a ban on exports of luxury goods to North Korea.

A panel of experts has been monitoring the implementation of sanctions on Pyongyang, and it has
submitted annual reports on the review to the sanctions committee.

The report said that China claimed that the transfer does not violate the U.N. resolutions as skiing
is not a luxury sport.

“China stated that it is of the view that skiing is a popular sport for people, and ski equipment or
relevant services are not included in the list of prohibited luxury goods specified in Security Council
Resolution 2094,” it showed.

The panel also said that some Chinese suppliers of ski equipment, such as snowmobiles and snow
groomers, had contact with North Koreans at the North’s diplomatic mission in Geneva. 

“The company assumed that the transactions were legitimate because Switzerland had accredited
these diplomats,” the report added.

The report also said that North Korea’s reconnaissance bureau under its military “plays important
roles” in North Korea’s financial system, including “arranging clandestine financial activities abroad
and transporting bulk cash.”

The U.N. resolutions also ban the provision or the transfer of financial services or assets, includ-
ing bulk cash, that can help the North’s prohibited nuclear and missile programs or the circumven-
tion of sanctions. (Yonhap)

Ex-U.S. nuke envoy sees N. Korea’s collapse someday 

North Korea is expected to collapse someday as its consistent pursuit of nuclear weapons would
make it become more and more isolated, a former top U.S. nuclear envoy said on March 4.

Christopher Hill, a former assistant secretary of state, said that as North Korean leader Kim Jong-
un is not likely to abandon the communist country’s nuclear weapons, it would be difficult for rele-
vant parties to proceed with talks with Pyongyang on the North’s nuclear program.

“North Korea is drifting right now .... North Korea is a country with fewer and fewer friends (due
to the development of its nuclear weapons),” Hill told a forum in Seoul.

Hill served as chief U.S. delegate to the multilateral denuclearization talks from 2005 to 2009.
The six-party talks involving the two Koreas, the U.S., China, Japan and Russia have been dormant
since late 2008 as the North abruptly left the bargaining table.

He said that North Korea is bound to collapse someday, even though it is impossible to guess
when that day will be.

“So when I say, ’I don’t know when North Korea is going to collapse,’ it means I don’t know
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whether it is tomorrow or 10 years from now. But I do know it will collapse,” he added.
He said North Korea’s missile and nuclear programs are real reasons for concern, adding that

Pyongyang’s missile program is posing a threat to not only Northeast Asia but also beyond the
region.

Hill said that having talks with North Korea is like “having a dialogue with someone who does
not remember what they did yesterday.”

“I think it is a little difficult to carry out negotiations in that sense,” Hill said.
Following its 2013 nuclear test, North Korea demanded that the six-party talks should be resumed

without any preconditions. But Seoul and Washington stressed that Pyongyang should first demon-
strate its willingness to denuclearize. 

Hill said that there should not be an expectation for a “big bang” in dealing with North Korea,
adding that it is important to approach this issue step by step.

“So I think that what’s important is to approach this in small steps,” Hill said. “Don’t look for big
bangs ... (North Korea) does not have an interest in huge breakthroughs.” (Yonhap)

N. Korea ends Ebola travel restrictions 

North Korea has lifted its strict travel restrictions on people entering the isolated country, which
was a frantic measure to prevent the deadly Ebola virus from spreading into its territory, a company
specializing in tours to the North said on March 3. 

Although no cases of Ebola have been reported in countries near North Korea, the Pyongyang
regime had closed its borders to foreign tourists and imposed a strict 21-day quarantine on all peo-
ple, including diplomats, entering the country, since last October. 

North Korea’s state-run airline, Air Koryo, told Uri Tours that the North’s travel restrictions were
lifted as of March 2.

“We have been informed by Air Koryo that North Korea’s borders are now open for travel and the
4-month-long Ebola travel ban was lifted as of Monday, March 2,” the company said in a statement
posted on its website.  

“According to Air Koryo, everything is back to normal,” it said. 
Uri Tours said it is waiting for further confirmation from its partners in Pyongyang as to when its

tour programs to North Korea can resume. 
North Korea’s frantic measures against Ebola appear to highlight concerns that it could pose a

direct threat to the regime’s survival if the virus crossed into the North, South Korea’s spy agency
told lawmakers in February. 

It is not the first time that North Korea has closed its borders because of a deadly disease. In
2003, the North closed its borders for several months due to the spread of the SARS virus. (Yonhap)

China ‘not nervous’ about Kim’s possible visit to Russia

China has told South Korea that it is “not nervous” about the possibility of an unprecedented visit
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by North Korean leader Kim Jong-un to Russia in May, a South Korean diplomatic source said on
March 2. 

Russia has said that Kim would be among those attending the May 9th ceremony marking the
70th anniversary of the Soviet victory over Nazi Germany in World War II.

While analysts have been differing over whether Kim will eventually visit Russia, his choice of
Moscow for his international debut would come at a time when political relations between
Pyongyang and Beijing remain strained. 

North Korea is China’s only formal treaty ally, but Beijing’s leadership has appeared to become
increasingly frustrated by the North’s nuclear and missile ambitions. 

“The Chinese side’s stance is that Kim Jong-un should visit China first before making a visit to
Russia,” said the source, who asked not to be identified because his discussions with Chinese offi-
cials are confidential. 

“China expressed that it is not nervous even if Kim Jong-un visits Russia first,” the source said.    
Analysts say North Korea won’t give up its nuclear weapons program because it would prolong

the Kim regime and help obtain political and economic benefits from the international community. 
With China cold-shouldering the nuclear policy of North Korea, Pyongyang is seeking to deepen

both diplomatic and economic ties with Russia. 
Russian President Vladimir Putin, who has been under intense pressure over the conflict in

Ukraine, is also eager to bolster ties with North Korea in an apparent effort against America’s pivot
to Asia. (Yonhap)

N. Korea’s attempt to follow Pakistan’s example won’t work: Sherman

North Korea is trying to follow Pakistan’s example in the hope of winning recognition as a
nuclear state, but such a situation will never happen, U.S. Under Secretary of State Wendy Sherman
said on Feb. 27.

Speaking at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a Washington think tank, Sherman
also said that the communist nation cannot obtain the security, prosperity or respect it wants
“without negotiating an end to its provocative nuclear and missile program.”

“They see in Pakistan, a country whose nuclear program was first protested, then accepted, and
hope to follow that example, which also isn’t going to happen,” Sherman said.

North Korea has conducted three nuclear tests, in 2006, 2009 and 2013. Earlier in the week, the
U.S. raised an alarm with a projection that the North’s nuclear arsenal could expand from 10 to 16
nuclear weapons now to up to 100 in five years.

Sherman said diplomatic pressure on Pyongyang keeps mounting, including U.S. President
Barack Obama’s executive order authorizing fresh sanctions on the regime early this year, China’s
firm opposition to the North’s nuclear program, and the U.N. Security Council’s first-ever review of
the North’s human rights record.

“They are apparently under the illusion that the best way to conceal a weak hand is with a
clenched fist,” Sherman said. “Despite its bluster, the North’s strategy has failed utterly. Instead of
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gaining acceptance, the country is increasingly isolated.”
She said the U.S. is open to bilateral talks with the North as long as the “conversation is really

about their nuclear program.” She also said the U.S. fully supports South Korean President Park
Geun-hye’s initiative to have bilateral discussions with Pyongyang. (Yonhap)

U.S. House committee unanimously passes N.K. sanctions bill

The U.S. House Foreign Affairs Committee on Feb. 27 unanimously passed a bill that calls for
strengthening sanctions on North Korea as well as countries and businesses helping the communist
regime in its pursuit of nuclear weapons.

Rep. Ed Royce (R-CA), chairman of the committee, and Rep. Eliot Engel (D-NY), the commit-
tee’s ranking member, introduced the legislation (H.R. 757) earlier in the month. 

The bill, which received a boost from the North’s alleged cyber-attack on Sony Pictures, targets
the North’s access to the “hard currency and other goods that bolster the Kim (Jong-un) regime in
power,” the committee said in a statement. 

The legislation also calls for the U.S. government to use all available tools to impose sanctions
not only on the North but also on countries and companies that assist the North “in bolstering its
nuclear weapons program.” It also has an important human rights focus, as a United Nations report
found that the regime’s abuses have no “parallel in the contemporary world,” the statement said.

“Last November, with its cyber-attack on Sony Pictures, North Korea once again reminded the
world that behind its belligerent rhetoric is a country that poses a very real and serious threat to our
security. The legislation we passed today is a direct response to North Korea’s continued aggres-
sion,” Royce said.

“At a time when North Korea is closer than ever to miniaturizing a nuclear warhead, this legisla-
tion applies tough sanctions against the regime and its enablers. The legislation also shines a light on
the gross human rights abuses Kim Jong Un and his top officials inflict on North Koreans,” he said.

Specifically, the bill denies sanctioned North Koreans and those facilitating their weapons pro-
grams access to the U.S. financial system; targets banks that facilitate North Korean proliferation,
smuggling, money laundering, and human rights abuses and targets individuals who facilitated the
cyber-attacks against the U.S.

It also authorizes the U.S. president to sanction banks and foreign governments that facilitate the
violation of the financial restrictions of U.N. Security Council Resolution 2094, adopted in the wake
of the North’s last nuclear test in 2013, and requires enhanced inspection requirements of North
Korean shipments arriving from ports and airports. (Yonhap)

Five nations agree on ways to reopen N.K. nuke talks: source  

South Korea and four nations involved in the six-party talks on ending North Korea’s nuclear pro-
gram have reached a consensus on conditions for resuming the long-stalled talks, a source in Seoul
said on Feb. 26.
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South Korea, the United States, China, Japan and Russia have shared the need to have exploratory
dialogue gauging Pyongyang’s willingness to denuclearize before the six-party talks involving the
North resume formally, according to the source.

The remarks confirmed recent comments made by Hwang Joon-kook, South Korea’s top nuclear
envoy, on Feb. 24 in Moscow, where he and his Russian counterpart discussed ways to reopen the
denuclearization talks. He has recently held bilateral or trilateral meetings with his four other coun-
terparts.

Hwang said that the consensus will be delivered to Pyongyang in an appropriate manner, express-
ing hope that North Korea could respond to such a request with sincerity.

The source said that such a consensus came out of the common belief among the five nations that
there is a need to break the status quo as North Korea has been advancing its nuclear capabilities.
Also, the denuclearization talks should be resumed as early as possible.

But it is not clear when and how the consensus will be delivered to North Korea, but in principle
it will be better to do so as soon as possible, according to the source.

The six-party talks have been dormant since late 2008 when Pyongyang abruptly walked away
from the negotiation table. Following a 2013 nuke test, North Korea has demanded the uncondition-
al resumption of the six-party talks, but Seoul and Washington have claimed that the North should
first show its sincerity for denuclearization.

Exploratory talks can be held without strings attached to test North Korea’s willingness to aban-
don its nuke program before the six-party talks formally resume.

The format of such talks can be seen as a compromise as Seoul and Washington stressed that
Pyongyang show sincerity toward denuclearization, while the North, China and Russia put more
focus on the reopening of the six-party talks without preconditions.

But it is not clear whether North Korea will accept the offer by the five nations, given
Pyongyang’s deteriorating relations with Washington or whether having exploratory talks could
eventually lead to the resumption of the six-party talks. (Yonhap)

China sent no delegation to birthday anniversary of Kim Jong-il 

China sent no delegation to the birthday anniversary of North Korea’s late leader, Kim Jong-il,
China’s foreign ministry said on Feb. 17.  

North Korea commemorated the birthday of Kim, father of current leader Kim Jong-un, on Feb.
16, with an event named the “Day of the Shining Star.” 

Asked whether China sent a delegation to the North Korean event, Chinese foreign ministry
spokeswoman Hua Chunying replied that officials at the Chinese embassy in Pyongyang attended
the event. 

“Yesterday (Feb. 16) was the Day of the Shining Star in North Korea,” Hua said. “The Chinese
embassy in North Korea attended the relevant activity upon the invitation of the North Korean side.” 

The late North Korean leader died in late 2011, taking the hereditary communist dynasty into a
third generation. 
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Political ties between North Korea and China remain strained, particularly after the North’s third
nuclear test in February 2013. (Yonhap)

N. Korea set to reopen May Day stadium after renovation 

North Korea is set to reopen a huge multi-purpose stadium in central Pyongyang this year after
about a year of renovations, a Beijing-based travel firm specializing in tours to the reclusive state
said on Feb. 17. 

North Korea closed the May Day stadium with a capacity of 150,000 seats, known as a venue of
the “Arirang” mass games, last year and renovation work has been underway since then. 

Beijing-based Koryo Tours said it has been given access to the stadium to film a documentary. 
“The May Day stadium itself was closed for renovation in 2014 and is set to reopen this year,” the

company said in a blog posting on its website. 
Two photographs taken by Koryo Tours show the running track and football pitch in the newly-

renovated stadium. (Yonhap)

N. Korean businessmen in China struggle to make cash: sources 

North Korean businessmen working in northeastern Chinese border cities are struggling to find
profitable ways to make money, hit by political ramifications following the execution of leader Kim
Jong-un’s uncle and a cooling Chinese economy, multiple sources close to the matter said on Feb.
16. 

Since the once--powerful uncle of Kim, Jang Song-thaek, was executed in December 2013 on
charges of treason, corruption and others, North Korea has gradually summoned its businessmen in
China who are believed to be royal to Jang. 

The high-profile execution of Jang, who had played an important role in initiating joint business
projects with China, has also taken its toll on work by North Korean businessmen in the Chinese
border cities of Shenyang and Dandong because it further dampens the already-fragile confidence of
Chinese investors. 

A source in a northeastern Chinese city, who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the sen-
sitivity of the issue, said only about 30 percent of the North Korean businessmen have returned to
China after being summoned. 

The summonses are also believed to be part of efforts by North Korea to redistribute the “rights of
doing businesses with China,” a key source of earning hard currency, to its ruling elite, the source
said. 

“The replacement of businessmen loyal to Jang Song-thaek has been gradually carried out and a
lot of North Korean businessmen were summoned until late last year,” the source said. “Of those
being summoned, only about 30 percent returned to China.”

There are no official data on how many North Korean businessmen are working in the Chinese
border cities.
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A second source in another Chinese border city with North Korea said that about 170 North
Korean businessmen in the city were replaced over the past year.

With Chinese investor confidence eroding over the North’s unpredictable behavior, the new North
Korean businessmen come under further pressure in building business connections with their
Chinese counterparts, the second source said. 

The North Korean businessmen have also felt the pinch of a slowdown in the Chinese economy,
which grew 7.4 percent last year, marking a 24-year low. 

A third source in the Chinese border city of Dandong said, “As demand falls and prices decline in
the face of an economic slowdown in China, it is difficult for North Korean businessmen to sell
goods even at lower prices.” 

According to data compiled by the Beijing unit of the South’s Korea Trade and Investment
Promotion Agency (KOTRA), North Korea’s annual trade with China fell 2.4 percent from a year
ago in 2014, marking the first decline since 2009. 

North Korea’s trade with China totaled US$6.39 billion last year, compared with $6.54 billion in
2013, the data showed. 

Last year, North Korea’s exports of coal to China slipped 17.6 percent from a year ago to $1.13
billion, marking the first drop in 8 years, according to the data. (Yonhap)

N. Korea cancels Arirang mass games for 2015: tour agency

North Korea has canceled its annual signature dance and gymnastic performances scheduled for
this year, a Chinese tour operator said, amid continued quarantine measures against Ebola. 

“We have received confirmation from our partners in Pyongyang that the Arirang Mass Games
will not be taking place this year,” Young Pioneer Tours, a China-based travel agency specialized in
trips to the isolated North, said in a brief release posted on its website on Feb. 15.

The Arirang Mass Games are highly choreographed shows where tens of thousands of performers
stage a spectacular display of acrobatics, gymnastics, dances and flip-card mosaic animations. 

Though the agency did not elaborate on reasons for the cancellation, the decision comes amid the
North’s strict quarantine measures against the Ebola epidemic. 

Apparently in a move to prevent the deadly virus from spreading into the country, North Korea
has barred foreign tourists from visiting the nation since last October.

“We have been working closely with our partners in North Korea in regards to when the current
Ebola travel restriction will be lifted and tourism to the DPRK will resume as normal,” the tour
company said in a separate release. DPRK is the acronym of the North’s official name, the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.  

Saying that it is expecting the borders “to reopen very soon within the coming weeks,” the com-
pany said “other exciting and unique events” will be held this year in the North such as the
Pyongyang Marathon in April and the huge celebrations later this year of the 70th anniversary of
Liberation Day and Party Foundation Day. (Yonhap)
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PEOPLE

Kim Jong-un : Supreme Commander of the (North) Korean People’s Army (KPA), First Secretary of the
Workers’ Party of (North) Korea (WPK), First Chairman of the National Defense
Commission (NDC)

Feb. 15 receives a congratulatory message from G. A. Zhuganov, chairman of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, sent on Feb. 12.

15 receives a congratulatory letter and floral basket from the military attache corps in the DPRK.
16 visits the Kumsusan Palace of the Sun at 00:00 on Feb. 16, the Day of the Shining Star or the

anniversary of the late North Korean leader Kim Jong-il’s birth.
22 sends a wreath to the bier of Paek Po-hum, winner of the Kim Il-sung prize and Kim Jong-il

prize and a writer for the April 15 Literary Production Center.
23 provides guidance at a meeting of the Central Military Commission of the WPK.
26 publishes work calling for turning the mountains of the country into thick woodland.
27 receives a congratulatory message from V. V. Zhirinovsky, chairman of the Liberal

Democratic Party of Russia, sent on Feb. 11.
27 receives a congratulatory message from National Chairman Renato Ravello and International

Secretary Ricardo Alemao Abreu of the Brazilian Communist Party, sent on Feb. 14.
27 gives field guidance at the construction site of the Sci-Tech Complex.
28 inspects the newly arranged Guards Unit Hall at the Victorious Fatherland Liberation War

Museum.
March 2 plants trees with fighter pilots of Unit 447 of the KPA Air and Anti-Air Force during his visit

to the unit honored with the title of O Jung Hup-led 7th Regiment.
2 receives gifts from the general directors of Marasi Trade and Transport Corporation and the

Woodland International Trade Corporation of Qatar, sent on Feb. 15 and 22.
5 sends a message of greeting to Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad.
6 sends a congratulatory message to Choummaly Saynasone, general secretary of the Central

Committee of the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party and president of Laos, on his 79th birthday.
6 gives field guidance at the Pyongyang City Home for the Aged under construction.
6 sends birthday greetings to Pak Il-man, department director of the Central Committee of the

General Federation of Trade Unions of Korea (GFTUK), and Pak Jong-suk, a resident in
Pyongyang.

6 sends a congratulatory message to Choummaly Saynasone, general secretary of the Central
Committee of the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party and president of Laos.

9 inspects unit 1016 of the KPA Air and Anti-Air Force honored with the Title of 0 Jung Hup-
led 7th Regiment.

12 inspects the Sin Islet Defense Company standing guard over a forward post off the East
Coast of the DPRK.

14 gives field guidance to the construction of the May 27 Fishery Station.
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Kim Yong-nam: President of the Presidium of the Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA)

Feb. 25 sends a message of greeting to Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, emir of the State of
Kuwait.

March 2 sends a congratulatory message to Abdelaziz Bouteflika, president of Algeria.
5 sends a message of greeting to John Dramani Mahama, president of Ghana.
6 sends a message of greeting to Rajkeshwur Purryag, president of Mauritius.
9 receives credentials from Russian Ambassador to the DPRK Alexandr Matsegora at the

Mansudae Assembly Hall.
10 receives credentials from Syrian Ambassador to the DPRK Tammam Sulaimam at the

Mansudae Assembly Hall.

Pak Pong-ju: Premier

Feb. 15 sends a message of greeting to Aleksandar Vucic, prime minister of Serbia.
25 sends a message of greeting to Kuwaiti Prime Minister Jaber Al Mubarak Al Hamad Al

Sabah.
March 3 sends a message of greeting to Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko Borisov on its national day.

CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW

(Local Events)

Feb. 16 The birth anniversary of Kim Jong-il is celebrated across the country.
16 A joint national meeting of the Korean Children’s Union organizations takes place at the

Taekwon-Do Hall.
16 Leading officials visit the Kumsusan Palace of the Sun.
16 The KCNA says Kim Jong-un issued an order to promote the military ranks of KPA officers

on Feb. 14.
19 The Samjiyon Band of the Mansudae Art Troupe performs at the People’s Palace of Culture

to celebrate Lunar New Year’s Day.
19 The KCNA says an enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the

WPK took place in Pyongyang on Feb. 18 under the guidance of Kim Jong-un.
24 Various fishery stations in the west coast set out to fish for this year.
25 A national memorial meeting takes place at the Central Youth Hall to mark the 20th anniver-

sary of the death of revolutionary martyr O Jin-u.
26 A film show is held at the Taedonggang Diplomatic Club on the occasion of the Day of

Defenders of the Motherland.
26 A national sci-tech presentation in the field of quake and volcano takes place under the spon-
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sorship of the Central Committee of the General Federation of Science and Technology of
Korea.

Feb. 27 The Rodong Sinmun says the DPRK will wage a merciless sacred war against the U.S. now
that the latter has chosen confrontation.

March 1 Senior officials in charge of administrative affairs across the country start their study tour of
revolutionary battle sites in the area of Mt. Paektu.

2 Spring tree planting begins in the DPRK.
2 A regular railway service for visiting the Sinchon Museum begins.
6 The KCNA says the DPRK won top prize at the 4th Figueras International Circus Festival

held in Spain from Feb. 26 to March 2.
7 The State Nano-technology Bureau of the DPRK is reported to have developed a new kind of

nano lubricant additive for restoring textured surfaces.
8 A national meeting takes place at the People’s Palace of Culture to mark the 20th anniver-

sary of Kim Jong-il’s work “Women Are a Dynamic Force Pushing Ahead with the
Revolution and Construction” and the 105th anniversary of the International Women’s Day.

9 The KCNA says DPRK university students were successful at Codechef Internet program
contests, sponsored by India in January and February.

11 The Rodong Sinmun says military confrontation is the only option left in inter-Korean rela-
tions.

13 The DPRK accelerates the project for Unjong High-Tech Development Park.
13 The National Circus performs at the Pyongyang Circus Theater in celebration of

International Women’s Day.

(Foreign Events)

Feb. 15 The KCNA says round-table talks were held in Russia, Ethiopia and Malaysia on Feb. 6 and
7 on the occasion of the birth anniversary of Kim Jong-il.

15 The KCNA reports a reception took place at the DPRK embassy in Moscow on Feb. 12 to
celebrate the birth anniversary of Kim Jong-il.

16 Various foreigners and overseas Koreans, including diplomatic envoys and military attaches,
visit the Kumsusan Palace.

16 The KCNA says Jesus Antonio Carlos Hernandez, general secretary of the Central
Committee of the People’s Socialist Party of Mexico, issued a statement on Feb. 9 on the
occasion of the birth anniversary of Kim Jong-il.

17 The KCNA says DPRK book and photo exhibitions took place in the Czech Republic,
Uganda and Nigeria from Feb. 7 to 10 on the occasion of the birth anniversary of Kim Jong-il.

18 The KCNA says Ri Su-yong talked with Bruno Rodriguez Parrilla, Cuban Foreign Minister
and Raul Castro Ruz, first secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Cuba, in Cuba on March 16.

19 A spokesman for the Foreign Ministry of the DPRK issues a statement denouncing the U.S.
for attempting to increase pressure on the DPRK by taking issue with it over the non-existent
“human rights” issue.
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Feb. 21 Ri Su-yong and his party leave to visit Mongolia and participate in the 28th Session of the
U.N. Human Rights Council to be held in Geneva.

23 Russian Ambassador to the DPRK Alexandr Matsegora and Military Attache Alexei
Bartusov give a reception at the Taedonggang Diplomatic Club on the occasion of the Day of
Defenders of the Motherland.

23 A DPRK government economic delegation led by Ri Ryong-nam, minister of External
Economic Relations, leaves to visit Russia.

24 The KCNA says Ri Su-yong held talks with Mongolian Foreign Minister Lundeg Purevsuren
on Feb. 23.

24 The Rodong Sinmun says that the aggressive nature of the U.S.-South Korea joint military
exercises can never be concealed.

25 The KCNA says Ri Su-yong on a visit to Mongolia met with Tsakhiagiin Elbegdorj, presi-
dent of Mongolia, on Feb. 24.

March 3 The Order of DPRK Friendship 2nd Class is awarded to Kiettisak Keobanhdith, Lao ambas-
sador to the DPRK, with due ceremony at the Mansudae Assembly Hall. 

10 A delegation of the Ministry of Land and Maritime Transport led by Minister Kang Jong-
gwan leaves to visit Mongolia.

10 The KCNA says a delegation of the Foreign Ministry of the DPRK led by Vice-Minister Sin
Hong-chol talked with Bashar Al-Assad, president of the Syrian Arab Republic, on March 8.

12 A tree-planting and friendship meeting takes place at the Vietnamese embassy to mark the
65th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic ties between the DPRK and Vietnam.
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